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Abstract
This aim of this research project is to probe the activation process of zebrafish sper-
matozoa. Zebrafish are a model species for biological engineering applications, and
the cryopreservation of their reproductive cells allows for inexpensive cataloging
and maintenance of valuable biological material. Evaluation of cryopreservation
protocols for aquatic sperm cells is typically accomplished by motility analysis
after subjecting cells to a cryopreservation treatment. In zebrafish sperm cells,
motility is initiated when cells come into contact with a hypo-osmotic environ-
ment. Subsequent activation analysis is currently done manually and brings with
it an inherent difficulty and error. This process is slow and not ideal for high-
throughput sample processing and analysis. As such, there is a critical need for
an influx of enabling technologies to improve the throughput and optimization of
these procedures.
Microfluidics offers an intriguing solution to this problem. These devices, the size
of a single 1-inch by 3-inch glass slide, offer automated, high-throughput, highly
reproducible results. Additionally they utilize small sample volumes, which is im-
portant in minimizing valuable sample loss. Cells can be input into a micromixer
which can rapidly dilute the extracellular environment, and then sent to an analysis
chamber that acn determine the efficacy of a cryopreservation treatment.
Despite its popularity in other fields, computational modeling of sperm cell ac-
tivation has been nearly non-existent in literature. In this work, we model both
the macroscopic aspects of particulate flow in a microchannel, and the micro-
scopic mass transport across the cellular membrane. By tracking cells as they move
throughout a simulated microdevice, we can find a history for each particle and
predict cell outcomes. We are the first to introduce this combinatory model to the
problem of cryoprotectant loading, where numerical modeling has well-established
presence, and to the problem of zebrafish sperm cell activation.
I envision the combination of microfluidics, with their controllable and repro-
ducible flow patterns, and computational methods capturing both macro- and
micro-transport, as two examples of the very enabling technologies that cryop-
reservation needs. While we apply these methods primarily to sperm cell analysis,




The freshwater fish, Danio rerio (zebrafish, shown in figure 1.1), are a model species
for biomedical studies [1, 2, 3]. Historically, researchers were initially drawn to the
species because of the optical clarity of the embryo [1]. As genetic techniques
expanded, zebrafish became widely used as an organism for vertebrate develop-
ment, DNA mutation, and human disease studies [1, 2]. This species has several
key advantages over its murine counterpart in bioengineering laboratories: they
reproduce rapidly, a large number of fish can be stored in a relatively small area
(demonstrated in figure 1.2), and finally, external embryo development allows for
easy visualization [2].
Zebrafish egg fertilization occurs externally and therefore sperm encounter a
hypo-osmotic environment en route to the egg [3, 4] (shown in figure 1.3A). It is
this “osmotic shock” that is believed to activate sperm cells after they are released
from the male. While the exact mechanism is unknown, it is generally agreed that
this cue is the initial trigger for the onset of motility [5, 6, 4, 3]. However, this
still begs the fundamental question of what in particular connects placing the cells
in such an environment and the initiation of a flagellar wave. Analysis has shown
variations in intracellular potassium [5] and calcium [7, 4] in zebrafish and other
aquatic species during the onset of motility, but these results have not translated
FIGURE 1.1. Swimming zebrafish in a tank at the Aquaculture Research Station at
Louisiana State University.
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to an immediate identification of a definitive pathway. Exactly how hypo-osmotic
the extracellular environment must be, how long does a cell need to spend in these
conditions, and the resulting intracellular dynamics remain unidentified.
The measurement of zebrafish sperm motility has traditionally been done manu-
ally by a trained technician [8]. This process is as follows: sample media is pipeted
onto a glass slide, de-ionized water is pipeted onto the glass slide, the pipet tip is
used to gently stir the two fluids, the technician observes the motile sperm under
a microscope. Further complicating the activation of zebrafish sperm is their brief
period of motility; depending on the activating medium, zebrafish sperm cells typ-
ically remain motile for 45-90 seconds (as shown in figure 1.3). Short periods of
motile activity and the need for rapid analysis methods are not limited to zebrafish
sperm, rather they are challenges for the analysis of gametes of many freshwater
fish [9].
Recently, CASA (Computer Assisted Sperm Analysis) has become popular for
fish sperm motility studies [10, 8, 4]. The CASA station at the Aquaculture Re-
search Station at Louisiana State University is shown in figure 1.4, and typical
FIGURE 1.2. Fish storage tanks at the Aquaculture Research Station at Louisian State
University.
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FIGURE 1.3. A. Percentage of motile zebrafish sperm cells as a function of extracellular
osmolality (adapted from [3]). B. Percentage of motile zebrafish sperm cells as a function
of post-activation time (adapted from [8, 4]).
CASA output is shown in figure 1.5. Engineers familiar with experimental fluid
dynamics will quickly recognize CASA as a form of particle image velocimetry. Im-
ages are collected at a high frame rate, allowing for cells to travel short distances
between successive captures. The trajectory of the cells is followed throughout the
sequence of images [10, 8]. Given the discrepancies and inconsistencies of sperm
motility research, the use of computer-automated motility measurement systems
FIGURE 1.4. The CASA station at the Aquaculture Research Station at LSU.
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FIGURE 1.5. A screen capture from the CASA system (Hamilton-Thorne, Beverly, MA)
used at the Aquaculture Research Station at Louisiana State University.
is a significant step towards making reproducible and objective sperm motility
measurements.
1.2 Microfluidics Theory and Applications
Modern microfluidics, the manipulation of fluids smaller than 1 mm, can trace its
roots to the late 1990’s. Seminal papers by the Whitesides’ group popularized soft
lithography for the rapid prototyping of microfluidic channels in poly(dimethylsiloxane) [11,
12]. Since then, microfluidics has gained traction across disciplines for a variety of
reasons: (1) a small, typically on the order of microliters, sample volume; (2) highly
reproducible flow; (3) fast analysis times; and (4) device portability .
In biological engineering or the specialty chemicals industry, samples can be
both expensive and time-intensive to prepare, and as such minimizing the sample
volume needed for analysis is desirable. On the micro-scale, surface forces that are
negligible in bulk can be on the same order of magnitude as body forces [13]. This
introduces many possibilities for sample control and manipulation: electrokinetics,
magnetics, acoustics, etc. [14, 15]. Finally, because of the size scale, residence times
are on the order of seconds. This is a vast improvement over chemical analysis (high
performance liquid chromatography can have elution times on the order of minutes
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to hours) and medical analysis (a complete blood assay in the hospital can take
hours or days including sample transportation times [16]).
At its inception, it was thought that microdevices would serve to miniaturize
their macro-scale counterparts. There exist micro-pumps, micro-valves, and micro-
mixers amongst other lab-scale equipment that has been scaled down [13]. Microflu-
idics researchers envisioned that these devices could be linked together to shrink
an entire laboratory worth of equipment to a chip slightly larger than a credit
card, hence names such as Lab-on-a-Chip (LoaC) and µTAS (micro total-analysis-
system) [13, 14]. Because these devices blur the lines of multiple fields, they are
often referred to as bio-MEMS devices (biological-Micro-Electro-Mechanical).
In the medical field, microfluidic diagnostic device have become prevelant exam-
ples of µTAS technology [17, 18, 19]. These devices are inexpensive, require signif-
icantly less bio-sample than their comparable benchtop counterparts, and provide
highly reproducible results [20, 21]. New materials are revolutionizing what can
be miniaturized; by using more inexpensive and commonplace materials and fabri-
cation methods, microfluidic technology is increasingly being adapted in scientific
research [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 18, 19, 20, 28, 29, 21].
1.2.1 Fluid Flow in Microchannels
Fluid flow is governed by the conservation of mass and conservation of momentum
equations (eqs. (1.1)-(1.3)), the Navier-Stokes equations:
∇ · (ρu) = 0 (1.1)












Due to the small flow rates and size dimensions, the flow is laminar. Additional
force terms can be present to account for electrokinetic flow, capillary flows, or
surface tension effects [30]; however, the following work focuses only on pressure-
driven flow. The Reynolds number (eq. (1.4)), a parameter that arises as a result
of non-dimensionalization of eq. (1.2), is a unitless number measuring the ratio of





It is typically less than order unity for flows in microchannels, and consequently,
the inertial contributions of eq. (1.2) are often neglected in literature [31], providing
a simplified (the non-linearity has been removed) set of equations to solve.
0 = −∇P +∇ · (τ) + ρfg (1.5)
Eq. (1.5) is referred to as the Stokes’ equation.
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Analytical solutions exist for the linear Stokes equation, however, when inertial
effects are expected (such as in three-dimensional mixing) the Stokes equation is
no longer valid and the full Navier-Stokes equations must be solved. In these cases,
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) must be used.
1.2.2 Species Transport and Fluid Mixing
Given its importance in the zebrafish sperm cell activation process, where the cells’
extracellular environment must be rapidly diluted to lower the osmolality of the
storage medium, an in-depth study of mixing and species transport is necessary.
Species transport in a laminar flow field is governed by (eqs. (1.6)-(1.7)):






The species conservation equation includes a convective term and a diffusive term;
it can additionally include source and sink terms. G.I. Taylor has famously stud-
ied simultaneous fluid convection and solute diffusion in a tube, resulting in the
epynomous concept of dispersion [32]. The concepts illustrated by Taylor are of
great consequence to microfluidics, especially microfluidic mixing.
Prior to delving into microfluidic mixing, it is of use to draw comparisons and
examine deviations from mixing on a bulk scale. Industrially, bulk mixing is usually
achieved via bubblers or large propellers in stirred tanks. However, since chemical
reactions are dependent on the mixing at the molecular level, literature is plen-
tiful on methods for evaluating industrial micro-mixing. Classically, Danckwerts
discussed the current (circa 1951) complexities involved in characterizing mixing;
his intensity of segregation and scale of segregation were among the first system-
atic methods to characterize industrial mixers [33]. Successive studies on mixing
have used complex reaction schemes while sampling and analyzing effluent com-
positions [34, 35]. However, many of the difficulties Danckwerts faced in conveying
“goodness of mixing” still exist today [33].
More recently, characterizing mixing has increasingly taken on a statistical stance.
Kukukova et al. reviewed the evolution of mixing characterization methods and
definitions since Danckwerts’ early investigations [36]. In this work, they critically
evaluated segregation studies from a variety of fields ranging from mathematics
to population ecology. Ultimately, they proposed an encompassing definition of
segregation in industrial mixing along with three useful quantities to completely
understand the level of mixing: intensity of segregation, scale of segregation, and
exposure (rate of change of segregation) [36]. This definition was then applied to
both single phase (including a microfluidic mixer) and multi-phase mixing (droplet
breakup); its statistical basis is both rigorous and universally applicable.
As a result of the lack of turbulence, mixing in microfluidic devices has been a
notorious challenge. The Peclet number (eq. (1.8)), a unitless group resulting from
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Inside microchannels, Pe is often greater than 1000, which indicates that diffusion is
occurring on a much longer time scale than convection throughout the channel [14,
15]. A direct result from the high Pe in microdevices is the need for a dedicated
mixer in µ-TAS devices.
Micromixers are generally separated into two categories: passive and active mix-
ers [37]. This research proposal is focused primarily on passive mixing, and as such,
only a cursory overview of active mixers follows. Active mixers rely on some ex-
ternal field (electric, magnetic, acoustic, thermal, etc.) to promote mixing. Their
fabrication is often more complex and they may require an additional power source
other than that used for fluid delivery [37, 38].
Passive micromixers rely solely on channel geometry to enhance mixing in mi-
crochannels. Since mixing on the micro-scale is such an integral part of any lab
on a chip system, novel micromixers are plentiful in the literature. In lamination
mixers, the channel separates and then later recombines the flow [37]; there exist
mixers that introduce obstacles in the flow which create eddies at higher Re which
drive mixing [37]; curved channels can generate secondary flows and interfacial
stretching [39, 40, 41]; Ahn et al. studied mixing in diverging channels as a result
of fluid folding [38]; by utilizing sheath streams to confine a concentrated sample
stream to a smaller width (hydrodynamic focusing), diffusive mixing can occur
over a smaller length and hence occur faster [42, 43].
Perhaps the most identifiable mixer in the field of microfluidics is the Staggered
Herringbone Mixer (SHM) pioneered by Whitesides and Stroock et al. [44]. This
mixer has recessed herringbone grooves at the bottom of the channel that serve to
make the flow chaotic and three-dimensional. Due to its performance over a wide
range of Re, for the past five years, the SHM has been the benchmark that new
mixers are compared against.
Characterizing the performance of micromixers presents an array of possibilities.
Aubin et al. [45] detail experimental methods for evaluating the mixers, including:
diffusion of a colored dye, diffusion of a fluorescent species, acid/base indicators
or a colorimetric reaction between two species and micro particle image velocime-
try. Additionally, they distinguished between the advantages and disadvantages
of each method [45]. Despite this, existing laboratory equipment and associated
costs seem to equally influence the decision to utilize one technique over another.
Specifically of interest is one of the more common methods [42, 44, 45], monitoring
the spatial distribution of a fluorescent species, which provides unique advantages.
In mixers that generate three-dimensional flow profiles, these three-dimensional
data are averaged in the z-direction with fluorescent microscopy (assuming con-
stant channel depth throughout). Pixel intensities are additive over the depth of
focus of a microscope (≈20-40 microns depending on microscope objective), con-
densing the inherently three-dimensional data into a two-dimensional image [46].
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With confocal microscopy, “slices” (planes ≈ 1-5 microns thick) can be imaged and
then stacked upon one another; this provides a form of three-dimensional imaging
necessary to accurately capture chaotic flows in microchannels.
To compare the performance of different mixers, a quantitative measure is de-
sired (over the qualitative measure provided by imaging). Over the relatively short
history of microfluidics, there have been different efficiency formulae employed:
from comparing the mixed fluid width to the width of the outlet [40] or monitor-
ing the standard deviation of fluorescent intensity (and therefore concentration) at
the outlet [44]. A more robust formula, utilized by Johnson and Locassio et al. [46]
divides a standard deviation of the outlet concentration from a perfectly mixed































Using eq. (1.9) to evaluate mixing performance has been widely adapted and is
easily evaluated given a set of experimental images (pixel-wise intensity data) or
computational simulations.
In Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this work, we focus on two different micromixers [47, 48]
for the purposes of activating zebrafish sperm cells. These mixers are designed to
rapidly dilute cells and their storage medium. Later, in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, we
use the lack of mixing in straight microchannels to our advantage for the purpose
of gradually introducing cells to cryoprotective agents.
1.2.3 Computational Methods for Cell-laden Flows in Microfluidic Chan-
nels
As members of an emerging field, microfluidics researchers have largely been inter-
ested in pushing the realm of possibility with fabrication and device applications.
Often it seems that intuition has been sufficient validation to fabricate a novel idea
and adjustments can be made after initial testing. This has suited the field well to
a point; it has generated attention while rapidly improving fabrication methods,
analysis techniques, and identifying shortcomings across the field. However, as a re-
sult of this “shoot first, ask questions later” mentality, microdevices have often gone
directly from concept to fabrication with minimal theory or preliminary simulation
to predict device performance. This is especially true of multi-phase systems that
commonly exist in MEMS applications; this lack of theory is further compounded
by the fact that analytical solutions exist for only the simplest of multi-phase cases.
For instance, blood is commonly studied in microdevices (cell separation, analyte
analysis, flow properties) [16, 49, 50]. However, experimental devices are usually
devised to provide insight into the behavior of blood in microchannels as opposed
to utilizing physical laws to predict the multi-phase system’s response.
Despite the lack of analytical solutions, several numerical techniques lend them-
selves quite nicely to the solution of particulate flow problems in microfluidics. Ex-
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isting numerical techniques like Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD), Molecular
Dynamics (MD), and the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) all have been utilized
in microfluidic studies [31, 51, 27]. Each method has its distinct advantages and
disadvantages; for instance, MD has molecular resolution, but the computational
time increases dramatically as the scale of the problem increases [31]. The Stokes
number (eq. (1.10)), a dimensionless number that describes the ratio of a particle’s
reaction time to the fluid’s characteristic time scale [52], and can be used to deter-
mine an appropriate numerical method. In eq. (1.10): ρp is the particle density, dp
is the particle diameter, u0 is a characteristic velocity, µ is the fluid viscosity, and







Knowledge of the Stokes number can provide insight into what level of detail is
necessary to accurately capture the particle dynamics. If St ≪ 1, the particle will
follow the fluid’s streamlines and act as a tracer and can often be tracked with
simple streamline tracing or Lagrangian particle tracking; whereas if St ≫ 1, the
particle has sufficient inertia to cross streamlines and more involved methods are
required [52].
Other computational methods for solid-liquid flows in microchannels include Di-
rect Numerical Simulation (DNS) and the Discrete Particle Method (DPM). DNS
solves the Navier-Stokes equations to resolve the flow field around the solid parti-
cles, and then calculates the net stress on the particle [53]. The stress distribution
dictates the velocity of the particle [53]. DPM treats the particles as point forces
and utilizes a drag law correlation to couple the particle’s and the fluid’s response
to one another [54]. Given the resolution, DNS is more suited for flows of fewer,
larger particulates; on the contrary, DPM is capable of handling flows with a larger
number of particles [55, 56, 57, 58].
Given the small size of sperm cells relative to the microfluidic channel dimen-
sions, in this work DPM will be used. Computer-assisted semen analysis has an
optimal cell concentration to achieve accurate results and this concentration results
in a sufficiently low particle volume fraction (volume occupied by cells divided by
the volume of the device). Since we do not anticipate very high cell concentrations,
we only require one-way coupling between the fluid and the solid phase. This is to
say that the fluid phase will influence the solid phase, but the solid phase will not
have an appreciable impact on the fluid phase.
In Chapter 8, we develop a new method for simulating micro-organism motility.
Our method takes a prescribed swimming motion and uses this as an input to
describe the position and local velocity of particles in a DPM framework. As these
particles move, they affect the fluid surrounding them. In accordance with low
Reynolds number swimming, this disturbance in the fluid is then used to calcu-
late the swimming velocity of the micro-organism and advance the swimmer. The
model presented is extensively validated against standard methods, and potential
advantages are discussed.
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1.2.4 Passive Membrane Transport Modeling
The majority of sperm cell activation literature focuses on the activating medium [59,
60, 5, 61, 62, 4, 63]. However, motility is ultimately a result of dynein motor
proteins “marching” down microtubules that make up the axoneme of the flag-
ella [64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. In accordance with this, it is important
to understand that the changes in the extracellular environment ultimately cause
some change in the intracellular environment that is capable of starting these
dynein motor proteins. While many ion channels exist in sperm cells that could
start a biochemical cascade [74], passive water transport alone is sufficient for
activation in zebrafish sperm cells.
Passive, coupled solute and solvent flux is modeled by the Kedem-Katchalsky
equations [75, 76, 77]:








These equations are valid for a membrane permeable solute that can cross the
membrane on its own, or through coupled transport with a solvent. Parameters in
eqs. (1.11)-(1.14) are empirically determined. Through these equations, extracellu-
lar chemical species can be correlated to a change in the intracellular environment.
In Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 of this work, we make extensive use of various
implementations of this model for mass transport. Both extracellular and intra-
cellular concentrations, as well as cell volume and surface area, are treated as
time-dependent. This allows for a dynamic model that can be coupled to DPM,
where particles are tracked as they move through microchannels. Based on their
extracellular environment, we predict an intracellular response and ultimately the
cell’s state as it reaches the outlet of the microdevice.
1.3 Enabling Technologies for Cryopreservation Analysis
The cryopreservation of cells and tissues has become of critical importance in a
variety of fields. As zebrafish have become a popular model species and genetic re-
search advances, thousands of specific strains exist [78]. This has resulted in a sub-
stantial backlog of lines for preservation (over 7000 strains, counted in 2009 [79]),
and an imperative need for high-throughput technologies. Traditional methods
for cryopreservation (such as those used in livestock) must be modified due to the
small sample volumes and the unique characterstics of fish sperm [78]. While meth-
ods for cryopreservation are being refined, evaluation of protocols is done through
post-thaw motility analysis - a slow process rife with irreproducibility.
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Microfluidic technologies have the opportunity to substantially impact cryop-
reservation, as do numerical simulations. Accurate models of the cellular experi-
ence can reveal great insight into ideal processes and help steer the field into more
effective directions. Modeling has the potential to allow for a more in-depth un-
derstanding of the bio-chemical processes that occur during a cell’s lifespan. With
microfluidics, we have the potential to probe cells like never before and through
simulations, we have the capability to understand and predict how the cells will
repsond to these stimuli. These two technologies should be essential components as
the field of cryopreservation, specifically for aquatic biomedial species, advances.
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Chapter 2: The SELMA Micromixer
2.1 Project Summary
A passive, planar micromixer design based on logarithmic spirals is presented.
The device was fabricated using polydimethylsiloxane soft photolithography tech-
niques, and mixing performance was characterized via numerical simulation and
fluorescent microscopy. Mixing efficiency initially declined as Reynolds number
increased, and this trend continued until a Reynolds number of 15 where a min-
imum was reached at 53%. Mixing efficiency then began to increase reaching a
maximum mixing efficiency of 86% at Re = 67. Three-dimensional simulations of
fluid mixing in this design were compared to other planar geometries such as the
Archimedes spiral and Meandering-S mixers. The implementation of logarithmic
curvature offers several unique advantages that enhance mixing, namely a variable
cross-sectional area and a logarithmically varying radius of curvature that creates
3-D Dean vortices. These flow phenomena were observed in simulations with multi-
layered fluid folding and validated with confocal microscopy. This design provides
improved mixing performance over a broader range of Reynolds numbers than
other reported planar mixers, all while avoiding external force fields, more compli-
cated fabrication processes, and the introduction of flow obstructions or cavities
that may unintentionally affect sensitive or particulate-containing samples. Due
to the planar design requiring only single-step lithographic features, this compact
geometry could be easily implemented into existing micro-total analysis systems
requiring effective rapid mixing.
2.2 Introduction
The microfluidic based manipulation of fluids and particles on a sub-millimeter
scale continues to emerge as a unique yet interdisciplinary field. Scientists from
a variety of disciplines find microfluidics attractive for a wide range of benefits,
including small requisite sample volumes and fast analysis times. At their incep-
tion, it was thought that microdevices would serve to miniaturize their macro-
scale counterparts and scaled-down micropumps, microvalves, and micromixers
have been demonstrated [1]. Microfluidics researchers envisioned that these de-
vices could be linked together to miniaturize and automate macroscale assays
on a chip scale, inspiring names such as Lab-on-a-Chip (LoC) and micro-total-
analysis-system (µTAS) [1, 2]. Broadly these types of devices are often referred to
as bio-MEMS (biological micro-electro-mechanical systems).
Despite the advances made in recent years, mixing on the micro-scale remains a
challenge. In typical microchannel flows, the lack of turbulence, evidenced by very
low Reynolds numbers (eq. (2.1)), constrains mixing to the natural time scale of
diffusion. Peclet numbers, defined as the ratio of convective to diffusive transport,
This chapter previously appeared as Scherr et al., A planar microfluidic mixer based on logarithmic spirals,
Journal of Micromechanics and Microengineering, 22(5), 2012. It is reprinted by permission of IOPscience.
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are typically very large in microfluidic applications, where transport is dominated
by convection. Consequently, mixing does not readily occur in micro-scale flows.
As a result, a dedicated active or passive micromixing element is an integral part





In eq. (2.1), ρ is the fluid density, U is the characteristic fluid velocity, a is the
characteristic channel dimension, and µ is the fluid viscosity.
Several active micromixers, which involve the use of an external field or force
to increase convective motion in fluids [5], have been reported and can be highly
effective over short times scales using techniques such as electrokinetic flow, elec-
tromagnetic disruption, a thermal bubble micropump, and ultrasonic disruption
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. However, these mixers are typically more difficult to fabricate and
operate due to costly fabrication techniques and supporting external equipment.
As a result, these mixers are typically limited to laboratory implementation and
rarely extend to wide spread application in µTAS devices.
Passive micromixers do not require external inputs and instead utilize various
geometrical features to achieve mixing. In lamination mixers, the channel splits
and later recombines the flow [4, 11, 12]; other passive micromixing studies have
addressed how fluid folding in diverging channels impacts mixing [3]; some mixers
introduce obstacles or cavities in the channel which discretely change the cross-
sectional area and create recirculations at higher Re that drive mixing [13, 4, 14,
15]. Similar to lamination, hydrodynamic focusing designs utilize sheath streams
to confine a concentrated sample stream to a smaller width whereby mixing can
occur more rapidly over smaller diffusion distances [16, 17]. Curved microchannels
can induce mixing by the generation of secondary flows and interfacial stretching






In (2.2), Re is the Reynolds number, a is the characteristic channel length, and Rc
is the radius of curvature.
Recent reviews highlight the need for accurate quantification of micromixer per-
formance and describe several appropriate experimental techniques [20, 21]. Op-
tions for reporting mixing performance are more plentiful for computational work,
where velocity and species concentration data are available throughout an entire
computational domain. More recent computational works have invoked tracer par-
ticle tracking with entropic characterization[22, 23]. This method is particularly
suited to higher Peclet number flows, as tracer particles follow fluid streamlines
and are devoid of any species diffusion. Experimentally, microscopy is the most
common technique to analyze mixing. Methods utilizing standard fluorescent mi-
croscopy and dyes measure the summed fluorescent intensity in a vertical column
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at each pixel in the image, rendering the three-dimensional data space to a two-
dimensional image. Typically, a transverse linescan is used to generate a plot along
a line orthogonal to the flow at the mixer inlets and outlets. This method poten-
tially overestimates mixing performance when the flow profile is distorted in such a
way that horizontal striations of non-mixed solute layer on top of one another and
appear mixed. To quantitatively evaluate the performance of micromixers, we will
use the mixing performance expression given by [24] due to its ease of applicability



































are the depth-averaged concentrations along the inlet and outlet in the transverse
(y) direction. This expression is appropriate for experimental images where pixel
spacing is uniform, or numerical studies where grid spacing may be non-uniform.
In this study, we present and characterize a passive micromixer named Sequential
Logarithmic Mixing Apparatus (SeLMA). A prominent element of the mixer de-
sign is the use of logarithmic curvature throughout the channel length (figure 2.1).
The utilization of logarithmic curvature has several key advantages: the variable
cross-sectional area increases the interfacial stretching and fluid folding, the cur-
vature creates secondary Dean flows, and the reversal of the curvature reverses the
direction of the secondary flow, thus increasing the convective mixing. We found
that logarithmic curvature offers high mixing performance while avoiding external
force fields or channel obstructions that could potentially disrupt biological macro-
molecules or live cells used in bio-MEMS applications. Finally, the planar design
can be produced by facile single layer lithography fabrication methods.
2.3 Design
2.3.1 Device Parameters
The SeLMA micromixer has three 200 µm wide inlets with two sheath streams
that are perpendicular to a central sample stream and a constant channel depth of
50 µm throughout. The spiral curves of the channel walls (beginning 800 µm after
the junction of the inlets) were inspired from the characteristic polar formula of a
logarithmic spiral:
r = aebθ + C. (2.4)
There are a variety of curve shapes that can be derived from eq. (2.4). For instance,
setting a = 0 will provide a constant radius of curvature at a fixed C. Setting
a = θ, b = 0, and C equal to a constant will provide a linearly changing radius
of curvature. For non-zero a, b, and C, the curve takes the shape of a logarithmic
spiral. Since the mixer contains spirals in series, the coefficients used were modified
as necessary to ensure continuity of channel width at the junctions of the curves.
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FIGURE 2.1. A. Diagram of the SeLMA device schematic showing planar geometry with
logarithmic curves to increase mixing by inducing Dean secondary flow vortices. B. 2-D
schematic of SeLMA showing curve geometry. Fitted polar formulas, such as eq. (2.4),
are given in the units of mm.
Two pairs of curves, as seen in figure 2.1B, are joined at the constriction point.
The first pair of curves are developed from π/2 < θ < 3π/2, and then rotated
180◦ counterclockwise where the terminal end of the spirals interface with the
straight channel (800 µm after the junction of the inlets). At the origin of these
two curves, another pair of spirals are built from π/2 < θ < 2π. The curves are
copied, mirrored, and joined by splines at the point of matching cross-sectional area
to create the second half of the SeLMA system. This creates a continuously curved
channel, with a dynamic radius of curvature as well as a dynamic cross-sectional
area. The projected horizontal area on which the mixing channel is developed is
approximately 3 mm by 5 mm with a center channel streamline length of 12 mm.
2.3.2 Mixing Mechanisms
SeLMA incorporates three specific mechanisms to augment mixing performance.
While the logarithmic change in the radius of curvature provides a continuously
changing cross-sectional area to the mixer, it is also responsible for the forma-
tion of Dean vortices (present in all curved channels). Additionally, the three per-
pendicular inlets provide hydrodynamic focusing. It is hypothesized that: (1) the
variable channel width will create fluid stretching; (2) as dean number increases,
counter-rotating vortices are expected to increase the mixing performance; (3) the
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hydrodynamic focusing coupled with the Dean vortices will allow this convective
transport to occur in two opposite directions.
A model of the Dean number as a function of position throughout a quarter
of SeLMA (after the first constriction point), as well as through a control chan-
nel of equivalent maximum radius of curvature and cross-sectional area, illustrates
the exploitation of logarithmic curvature (figure 2.2). After converting polar equa-






where all derivatives are calculated with respect to the parameter t. Using this as
well as the calculated channel width as a function of position, the two examples
were modeled at Reynolds numbers of 5 and 10.
In the control channel of constant radius and constant cross-sectional area,
the Dean number remained constant along the length of the channel at a given
Reynolds number. Comparatively, the Dean number increased in SeLMA (bottom
right in figure 2.2) reaching its maximum at the constriction point. The log-curved
channel did not have a constant cross-sectional area or a constant radius of cur-
vature; both must be evaluated locally using the distance formula and (2.5). As
expected, where the local width decreased, the Reynolds number increased, as well
as the Dean number. Furthermore, increasing the Reynolds number in the channel
increased the Dean number proportionally. This comparison illustrates the impact
of curved geometries and decreasing cross-section on Dean number which is ten-fold
greater than the most similar control geometry.



































































FIGURE 2.2. Comparison of Dean numbers within microchannels that are logarithmi-




The computational fluid dynamics package, Ansys FLUENT, was used to solve
for the flow field in SeLMA and other micromixers. The structures were drawn in
AutoCAD 2010 (Autodesk, Inc., San Rafael, CA), meshed in ICEM v12.1 (Ansys,
Inc., Canonsburg, PA), and solved in FLUENT v12.1 (Ansys, Inc., Canonsburg,
PA). Using the finite volume method, the steady-state continuity equation, mo-
mentum balance, and species continuity equation (eqs. (2.6)-(2.8)) were solved
numerically.
ρ∇ · (v) = 0 (2.6)
ρ(v · ∇v) = −∇p + µ∇2v (2.7)
v · ∇CA = DAB∇
2CA (2.8)
Due to the often negligible effects of inertia in microdevices, the left-hand side
of eq. (2.7) is occasionally neglected, resulting in the Stokes equation [25]. In addi-
tion, many microdevices are modeled in two-dimensions with acceptable accuracy.
However, given that the expected Dean flow is an inherently three-dimensional
inertial phenomenon, the full three-dimensional equations were solved. The entire
mixer was simulated, with the inlets truncated after 400 µm - this is beyond suffi-
cient to allow for the flow to become fully-developed, while not adding unnecessary
computational requirements.
The properties of water at room temperature were used for density and viscosity
(ρ = 103 kg/m3, µ = 10−3 Pa·s), while the diffusion coefficient was set to DAB =
0.64 x10−9 m2/s corresponding to the diffusivity of fluorescein in water [26]. The
normal inlet velocity was varied to evaluate the mixer performance over a range of
Reynolds numbers from 1 to 70. The species continuity inlet boundary conditions
consisted of a sample stream concentration of 1 mol/m3 and sheath concentrations
of 0 mol/m3. The specified outlet boundary conditions were a pressure of 0 Pa with
no viscous stress and convective flux for the species transport equation. Since the
flow was driven by syringe pumps in all the experiments, constant inlet velocity
and no-slip boundary conditions at the walls were used. The resulting velocity,
pressure, and concentration profiles were analyzed using post-processing facilities
(FLUENT) and MATLAB. The mesh of each geometry was further refined until
they were found to be grid independent; for these 3-D simulations, this was achieved
with between 1-3 million nodes depending on the geometry.
2.4.2 Depth-Averaging
To make a meaningful comparison of the mixing performance from both simulation
data with the experimental data, depth-averaging of the simulated concentration
field was performed. In experiments, the measured light intensity is proportional
to the average concentration in the line of sight of the probe. The depth of focus
of a laboratory microscope depends on the magnification and numerical aperture
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of the objective lens. For a 10× objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.20,
the depth of focus is approximately 35 µm; this is on the order of the depth of a
typical microchannel. As previously discussed, pixel intensities are additive over the
depth of focus of an imaged area. To mimic this in simulation, the concept of depth-
averaging was applied, where in a channel of constant depth throughout the mixer,
depth-averaged concentrations were computed for comparison with experimental
profiles of concentrations in lateral directions.
For three-dimensional simulations, inlets and outlets are represented as two-
dimensional planes. The simulations provided discrete data points at computa-
tional nodes on these input/output planes. For each position across the width of








where z represents the direction of the depth. To span the entire height of the
microchannels in SeLMA, z1 and z2 were set to 0 µm and 50 µm, respectively.
These depth-averaged concentrations were then used in eq. (2.3) to calculate the
depth-averaged mixing efficiency of the mixer at the outlet.
2.4.3 Device Fabrication
The soft lithography fabrication methods used in the present study have been
described elsewhere [27]. Briefly: AutoCAD was used to design chip geometries,
and using a MANN 3600 pattern generator (GSA Corp., Marietta, GA) a glass-
chromium photomask was generated from the imported CAD file. SU-8 master
molds were fabricated using a single step photolithography process. SU-8 2025
(MicroChem Corp., Newton, MA) was utilized to create a mold with positive relief
structures on a 4-inch silicon wafer (Universitywafer.com, South Boston, MA).
Protocols from MicroChem were adapted for the photolithography process [23].
The SU-8 was spin coated on the Si wafer to achieve a thickness of 50 µm. The
wafers were then pre-baked and exposed via a Quintel UL7000-OBS system to 365
nm UV light with an intensity of 8.57 mW/cm2, an effective dose of 500 mJ/cm2.
Following exposure and post-exposure baking, the wafers were developed with SU-
8 developer (MicroChem Corp., Newton, MA), rinsed with isopropyl alcohol (IPA),
and dried in air. This entire process was completed within a class 100 clean room at
the Center for Advanced Microstructures and Devices, Louisiana State University.
Final devices were then fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), Sylgard
184 (Dow Corning, Midland, MI), at a ratio of 10:1 polymer to curing agent by
weight on the previously fabricated SU-8 master. This was allowed to cure for 8
hr at 33 ◦C before coring fluidic access ports using a Harris UniCoreTMwith a tip
diameter of 1.0 mm (Harris, Redding, CA). The devices and plain 1 in. x 3 in.,
1 mm thick glass slides (VWR, Radnor, PA) were then plasma oxidized with a
Harrick Plasma Cleaner on the high setting, (PDC-32G Harrick Plasma, Ithaca,
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NY) and bonded by applying pressure and baking again at 60 ◦C for 30 min. Tygon
tubing (0.03” ID) (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL) was used to connect the three
inlets of the device to a syringe pump (KD Scientific, Holliston, MA) and 5 mL
syringes. The outlet emptied into a waste dish.
2.4.4 Device Validation
Fluorescent microscopy using 46 µM fluorescein sodium salt pumped through the
center inlet channel and DI water in the outer channel inlets was used to evalu-
ate mixing. Images were collected using 10-x magnification (Nikon Eclipse TS100
Microscope), with a fluorescent lamp excitation of 492 nm and 520 nm emission,
and an exposure time of 500 ms (Lambda BG-4). Image processing and analy-
sis was conducted using Metamorph Imaging software v7.5.6 (Molecular Devices,
Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) and 16-bit resolution. A cross-sectional pixel intensity plot
was created for the outlet and all three inlets; the data for the inlets was combined
into one inlet vector, and mixing efficiencies were calculated using eq. (2.3). Mix-
ing performance was evaluated at the outlet in increments of Re = 1. A maximum
Reynolds number of 70 was selected based on the potential applications of SeLMA
in microdevices, and previously used Re values from similar mixers [28].
2.4.5 Confocal Imaging
Confocal imaging was used to create a 3-D image volume of the cross-sectional area
of the channel and secondary flow effects throughout the micromixer. A scanning
laser confocal microscope (Leica TCS SP2) with a 10-x objective was used to
capture Z-stacks at various points along the mixer channel (inlet, curve leading to
constriction, constriction, and outlet of the mixer,) at select Reynolds numbers.
A total stack height of 30 µm was imaged with 0.5 µm slice thickness. Image J
(NIH, Bethesda, MD) software was used to combine the stacks and transect at the
desired cross-sectional area of the micromixer, orthogonal to the direction of flow.
2.5 Results and Discussion
2.5.1 Simulation
From inspection of eq. (2.2), it is clear that the Dean number increases as the
Reynolds number increases or as the radius of curvature decreases. The logarithmic
curvature in SeLMA also provided the mixer with a continuously changing radius
of curvature, as well as continuously variable cross-sectional area. As the fluid
approached the first constriction point of the mixer, the cross-sectional area and
the radius of curvature decreased. As the cross-section decreased, the Reynolds
number increased, which proportionally increased the Dean number. The radius of
decreasing curvature increased the Dean number proportional to the 1/2 power of
the radius of curvature. It was thus expected that the magnitude of Dean vortices
would be greatest near the constriction points.
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FIGURE 2.3. Simulation images of z-velocity at the first constriction of the mixer. A.
The direction of flow is from top to bottom. Inset shows that this z-velocity profile is
consistent with typical Dean vortices. B. The plane is taken at a constant height of 40
µm from the bottom of the channel.
To investigate the presence of Dean flows in SeLMA, plots of the z-velocity were
analyzed (figure 2.3), where positive z is towards the top of the microchannel.
On the top (figure 2.3A), the classic Dean vortices are visible in the x-z plane:
following the direction of the flow, there is positive z-velocity in the top right and
bottom left of the plane and negative z-velocity in the top left and bottom right
of the plane. This illustrates two vortices separated by a plane of symmetry at the
vertical mid-plane of the mixer (figure 2.3A inset). On the bottom (figure 2.3B) is
a plot of z-velocity at a constant height of 40 µm from the bottom of the mixer on
a constant z-plane (chosen to avoid the plane of symmetry near the mid-plane).
Following the fluid flow in this plane, prior to the constriction point the fluid on
the right half of the channel had a negative z-velocity while the fluid on the left
half of the channel had a positive z-velocity. At the constriction point, the radius
of curvature of the mixer changes directions. After the constriction point, these
z-velocities were reversed in direction.
Other curved channel mixers have been reported that take advantage of the
flow phenomena predicted in SeLMA, such as the Archimedes spiral [19] and the
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FIGURE 2.4. A. Simulation results of mixing performance in SeLMA and other
curved-channel micromixers. Mixer designs from previous reports were adapted to have
the same number of inlets, similar dimensions, and path lengths as SeLMA. B. Simulated
pressure drops for the same mixers.
Meandering-S mixer [18]. Difficulty arises in comparing micromixer designs due to
differences in channel dimensions, Reynolds numbers, and the expressions used to
evaluate mixing performance. To make the closest comparisons, these mixers were
adapted from the literature and scaled for appropriate comparison to SeLMA. All
designs were evaluted with three inlets, 200 µm wide channels, and a pathlength
of approximately 12 mm and a channel depth of 50 µm.
The secondary flows present in all curved mixers improved mixing performance
after a certain Re threshold (figure 2.4A). At this transition point, the mixing could
be attributed to convection rather than diffusion-based mass transport. A straight
t-channel is shown for comparison; without any mechanism to enhance mixing,
the mixing performance monotonically decreases as Re increases. The logarithmic
curvature in SeLMA outperformed the other mixers over the entire range of Re
tested.
Pressure drops of the simulated mixers are calculated by integrating the pressure
in nodes at the inlets, summing the three inlets to find a total inlet pressure, and
subtracting the integrated pressure of nodes at the outlet. These are shown for
the tested range of Reynolds numbers in figure 2.4B. As expected, the pressure
drop across SeLMA is consistently higher than that of the other mixers used for
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comparison. This is a direct result of the constrictions in SeLMA. However, fig-
ure 2.4B shows that SeLMA’s pressure drop is only slightly higher in magnitude
than that of the other curved mixers at lower Reynolds numbers. The disparity
between pressure drops across SeLMA, the Meandering-S and Archimedes Spiral
increases sharply after a Reynolds number of 25. While the higher pressure drop
required is a drawback, we were able to operate our device up to Reynolds num-
bers of 70 with no observed leakage at the fluid inlet and outlet connections. These
connections were not sealed in any way beyond tight fitting Tygon into PDMS.
For the benchscale applications envisioned for this micromixer, the pressure drop
seems manageable given the increase in mixing performance it provides.
The comparison of SeLMA versus mixers adapted from literature was also made
on a per unit length basis, shown in table 2.1. Commonly, micromixers are reported
as having complete mixing after a given number of mixing elements in series. To
compare these mixers effectively, the ratio of the reported mixing performance
to the mixing path length was used to standardize mixing performance per unit
length (i.e. percent per mm). We have chosen to highlight the performance at the
highest Re from each of the simulated mixers. From the comparison, the SeLMA
mixer had a higher mixing performance per unit length and thus requires a shorter
path length to mix the same fluid effectively.
Samples introduced to micromixers can have widely varying diffusion coefficients
which could affect mixing performance. This parameter’s impact on mixing in
SeLMA was numerically investigated over four orders of magnitude of diffusivity
(figure 2.5). For very high diffusivities mixing performance is exceptional over the
entire range of Re, not dropping below 96%. As diffusivity decreases, the expected
behavior is seen; the mixing performance initially decreases, reaches a minimum,
and then begins to increase again as the Reynolds number increases. Particularly
encouraging is that all four diffusivities tested reach above 80% at the highest
Reynolds numbers tested. Figure 2.5 does show an artifact that was discussed
earlier: distortion of the fluid profile can result in unmixed layers of fluid that
when depth-averaged, would be perceived as mixed. This is seen at an Re of 60
where solute of Dab of 10
−11 m2/s appears to have higher mixing performance than
that of 10−10 m2/s. A species with a diffusivity of an order of magnitude lower
diffusivity should not result in a higher mixing performance. The fact that this
TABLE 2.1. Comparison of mixing performance and mixing efficiency per mm mixing
path length, at Re = 70, evaluated numerically in SeLMA and a selection of micro-
mixers adapted from literature: the Archimedes spiral [19], the Meandering-S [18], and
a T-Channel.













































FIGURE 2.5. Simulation results over a range of diffusivities.
artifact was only observed this instance suggests the depth-averaging is acceptable
in this analysis. The results from figure 2.5 display SeLMA’s versatility with respect
to the types of samples that could be mixed.
2.5.2 Experimental
The SeLMA simulations were validated by device fabrication and observation via
fluorescent microscopy (figure 2.6). Fluorescein, introduced in the center of the
hydrodynamically focused streams, was initially contained in the middle of the
channel, with limited dispersion (figure 2.6A). As channel curvature increases, the
fluorescein began to distribute, spreading out towards the outside wall of the chan-
nel. Near the constriction, a band of higher intensity was observed, presumably due
to a rotation of the broadened band due to Dean flow, which then disperses again
after the constriction point. Visualization of a concentration contour plot in sim-
ulations revealed a similar pattern to that observed experimentally, showing that
prior to the increasing curvature and constriction, the fluorescein was constrained
to the middle of the channel, whereas afterwards, the flow transitioned to the side
walls and dispersed in a helical pattern (figure 2.6B).
As noted across mixers that utilize Dean flow, there is a transition between
diffusive mixing at low Re to convective components at higher Re. This behavior
was compared between simulation and experimental testing in SeLMA (figure 2.7).
There was strong correlation between experimental and simulated mixing perfor-
mance, which initially decreased as Re increased, with a minima occurring at a
Reynolds number of approximately 15. Indicative of a regime change, the mixing
efficiency began to increase as the Reynolds number increased beyond this thresh-
old. Above an Re of 15, it is thought that the secondary flows in the mixer become
dominant and drive the mixing in the device. In both the simulated and physical
experimental device, the transition from one regime to the other occurs at ap-
proximately the same Reynolds number. Deviation between simulation results and
those acquired experimentally, particularly at higher Re, could be an artifact of
the higher velocities on intensity during the relatively long acquisition times em-
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FIGURE 2.6. Comparison of the simulation results to experimental results at the first
constriction of SeLMA with a Reynolds number of 40. A. Concentration contour plot
taken at the mid-plane of the device. B. Fluorescent micrograph of fluorescein mixing
in SeLMA device. From inspection of the two images, similar flow characteristics can be
seen between the simulated and experimental images. Most notable is the fluid diversion
to the channel walls as the channel width decreases.



























FIGURE 2.7. Comparison between simulation and fluorescent microscopy results of mix-
ing performance in SeLMA.
ployed, or the aforementioned differences between the computational and standard
fluorescent microscopy depth-averaging of intensity.
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FIGURE 2.8. Confocal micrographs of the cross-section of the microchannel at various
locations (A-D) throughout the mixer. Re = 40. Z-stacks were reconstucted to observe
cross-sectional secondary flows at the various locations. Panel A shows the cross-section
before the mixing stucture where no secondary flows are present. As the fluid progressed
from B-D, secondary Dean flows developed. Reconstruction of the cross-section from the
z-stack was dependent on the depth and width of the channels being imaged. Because
SeLMA has a varying width throughout the mixer, images A-D each have different aspect
ratios depending on the width of the channel at the imaged location.
2.5.3 Confocal Imaging
Confocal imaging of the SeLMA micromixer provided cross-sectional images of the
flow profile during mixing with fluorescein and water (figure 2.8). Initially at the
inlet intersections (figure 2.8A), the cross-section showed confinement of fluores-
cein to the middle stream. As the curvature increased (figure 2.8B), the fluorescein
began to stratify transverse to the flow, with significant multilayer folding observed
at the constriction point (figure 2.8C). At the outlet of SeLMA (figure 2.8D), the
fluorescein was much more dispersed. Confocal cross-sections were compared at the
first constriction of the micromixer at various Re (figure 2.9). As Re increased, the
development of the complex secondary flows increases. From the confocal imaging
results, it can be concluded that as Re increases, the degree of secondary flow in
the mixer also increases. However, even at low Re, bending of the solute band
in the direction of the outer curve could be observed to fold the flow streams
horizontally (figure 2.9A). As Reynolds number increased, this folding becomes
more pronounced, with multilayered folding observed at a Reynolds number of 40
(figure 2.9D). Confocal imaging of the device provided proof of horizontal fluid
flow folding and dispersion and true mixing. Because non-confocal fluorescent mi-
croscopy averages depth over the height of the microchannel, as noted before,
non-mixed horizontal layers of solute could be perceived as being mixed. Here the
cross-sectional dispersion pattern of solute at the mixer outlet, shown experimen-
tally through confocal images (figure 2.8D), provide evidence for mixing.
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FIGURE 2.9. Confocal micrographs of the cross-section at the first constriction point in
SeLMA at various Reynolds numbers. Counterclockwise from top left, Re = 5, 10, 20,
and 40.
2.6 Conclusions
Microdevices lacking a mixer rely solely on molecular diffusion, and as such mixing
requires channels that can be impractically long. Mixing performance in such de-
vices monotonically decreases as Reynolds number increases, limiting high-throughput
processes that require well-mixed solutions. Herein we present a planar passive
mixer based on logarithmic spiral geometry. The logarithmic curves can be se-
quentially arranged to additively increase mixing, thus the design is termed a
Sequential Logarithmic Mixing Apparatus, or SeLMA. Being planar allows “one-
step” fabrication using traditional photolithography techniques. The logarithmic
spirals provided a continuously changing cross-sectional area as well as a contin-
uously changing radius of curvature. The combination of these caused advection
that dispersed the sheath and sample fluid amongst one another. This dispersion
was larger at higher Reynolds numbers, which yielded higher mixing performance.
A transition is clearly seen at a Reynolds number of 15 where the diffusion based
trend gives way to increased mixing at higher Re, and a more inertial regime.
Initially mixing efficiency decreased to the previously stated minima of 53%, but
began to steadily increase to a maximum of 86% at Re = 67.
Based on the presented results, the SeLMA micromixer has been shown to be an
improvement over existing passive planar micromixer designs. The mixing perfor-
mance of SeLMA was compared to scaled models of the Archimedes, Meandering-S,
and a simple T-channel. As noted, the three alternative mixers were scaled appro-
priately for comparisons. A minima was observed in all the mixers as Reynolds
number increased from 1 to 12, and performance begins to increase for all curved
channel mixers past the minima. In comparison, SeLMA displayed improved per-
formance throughout the entire sweep of Reynolds numbers simulated. In partic-
ular, SeLMA showed a 10-15% higher efficiency than both the Archimedes and
Meandering-S mixer designs at all Reynolds numbers greater than 15. Direct com-
parison of the mixing performance of SeLMA to previously reported mixing per-
formance is problematic due to differences in experimental designs and protocols.
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In terms of mixing per unit length, SeLMA proved to most efficiently utilize its
pathlength for mixing. SeLMA has a larger pressure drop than comparable mixers,
but this pressure drop is manageable given the increase in mixing performance
it provides. The geometric features responsible for mixing in SeLMA do not re-
quire flow obstructions or cavities as do herringbone-type designs which may affect
fragile or particulate-containing samples[29].
Overall, the Dean vortices in SeLMA were shown to exist in simulation, and
qualitatively demonstrated via confocal fluorescent microscopy. These secondary
flows along with the viscous folding and interfacial stretching, caused by the vari-
able cross-sectional area, drive the mixing performance at higher Re. This high
level of mixing was observed in numerical experiments over four orders of magni-
tude of species diffusivity. In future work, we plan to investigate the contributions
of the individual coefficients in eq. (2.4) and their relation to the mixing mecha-
nisms (hydrodynamic focusing, variable cross-sectional area, and curvature), and
evaluate how this impacts the overall performance of SeLMA. This deconstruction
will provide insight on a mechanisms’ utitity at a particular Reynolds number for
future micromixer design. SeLMA lacks obstructions, cavities, or sharp corners
that could potentially hold up or damage sensitive biological samples. With the
performance stated, and without the need for external drivers and equipment, the
SeLMA mixer presented could be implemented into existing µTAS to achieve rapid
mixing in a small chip footprint.
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Chapter 3: Sperm Cell Activation in SeLMA
3.1 Project Summary
Sperm cell activation plays a critical role in a range of biological and engineering
processes, from fertilization to cryopreservation protocol evaluation. Across a range
of species, ionic and osmotic effects have been discovered that lead to activation.
Sperm cells of zebrafish (Danio rario) initiate motility in a hypoosmotic environ-
ment. In this study, we employ a microfluidic mixer for the purpose of rapidly
diluting the extracellular medium to initiate the onset of cell motility. The use of a
microchannel offers a rapid and reproducible mixing profile throughout the device.
This greatly reduces variability from trial to trial relative to the current methods
of analysis. Coupling these experiments with numerical simulations, we were able
to investigate the dynamics of intracellular osmolality as each cell moves along its
path through the micromixer. Through our experiments and numerical modeling
we find that intracellular osmolality, and hence intracellular ion concentration, only
slightly decreases. Utilizing this framework, microfluidics for controlled extracellu-
lar environments and associated numerical modeling, has practical applicability in
standardizing high-throughput aquatic sperm activation, and more fundamentally,
investigations of the intracellular environment leading to motility.
3.2 Introduction
The sperm cells of externally reproducing fish lead a unique and short life. De-
pending on the species of fish, these cells are released into a hypo- or hyperosmotic
environment. The initially dormant sperm cells become motile in this environment,
and a number of potential mechanisms of this sudden activation have been studied
in detail [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Once motile, spermatozoa use internal reserves of ATP
as an energy source to swim towards an egg cell. When the intracellular reserves of
ATP are depleted, the cells return to a quiescent state [1, 2, 3]. Duration of sperm
motility varies from species to species, ranging from 60-90 seconds in zebrafish
spermatozoa [3, 8] to 800 seconds for turbot (Psetta maxima) sperm cells.
Proposed mechanisms for sperm cell activation are species dependent; typically
the sperm of marine fishes activate in a hypertonic medium while those of fresh-
water fishes activate in a hypotonic medium [1]. In the instance of zebrafish, a
freshwater fish, a widely used human disease model in biological engineering [9],
a hypoosmotic environment is necessary for activation [3, 10]. A postulated cas-
cade of events has been published for turbot, a marine fish, spermatozoa activation
upon encountering hyperosmotic conditions: the extracellular osmolality increases,
water leaves the cell, internal osmolality increases along with internal ion concen-
trations, dynein motor proteins initiate flagellar movement, and eventually ATP
stores become too low to maintain motility [1]. An analogous cascade could be pos-
tulated for freshwater sperm placed in a hypotonic envrionment, but little is known
about how much of a decrease in intracellular osmolality and the concentration of
intracellular ions are requisite for activation.
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The study of sperm cell activation and motility has traditionally been a time-
consuming process; manual dilution followed by microscopic observation and motile
cell counting is slow and results show wide variability [11]. Computer-assisted se-
men analysis (CASA) has recently remedied human error in motile cell count-
ing [2, 11], but manual dilution of water and sperm samples still makes the process
inefficient and difficult to reproduce. This bottleneck affects related research in
other fields such as cryopreservation of aquatic species, where evaluation of motil-
ity is used to evaluate freezing and thawing protocols, as well as cryoprotective
agent dosages [11].
Microfluidic sample manipulation and analysis has become a useful tool in bio-
engineering research, notable for its short analysis times and small sample volume
requirements [12, 13]. The small scale, on the order of microns, allows unique anal-
ysis and processing conditions over a wide range of cellular phenomena, including:
cell motility and migration [14], cryopreservation [15, 16, 17], as well as cell detec-
tion and filtration [18]. A potential remedy to the problems with sperm activation
studies, microfluidic devices offer these activation studies both high throughput and
high reproducibility. The Reynolds number (eq. (3.1)) inside of a microchannel de-
pends on the fluid density (ρ), the fluid viscosity (µ), a characteristic velocity (U),
and a characteristic length scale (L). Very often Reynolds numbers in microchan-
nels are near one, indicating a lack of turbulence. This lends itself to a predictable
and reproducible laminar flow; but also makes mixing at the microscale difficult.
However, passive micromixers have been developed that mix fluidic streams using





Recently, microfluidics have been utilized for the study of sperm cells. Several
studies have been performed on isolating competent sperm from immotile sperm
for fertilization [19, 20, 21]. A micromixer was used to rapidly dilute the osmotic
environment of zebrafish sperm, and analyze their motility using CASA [10]. This
represents a significant step in experimental protocols for studies of sperm cell
activation; analysis times are significantly reduced, sample volumes are small, and
cells can be exposed to highly reproducible and controlled conditions.
Despite the supporting evidence it could provide, especially in the context of
overlapping import of several different variables for sperm cell activation, mod-
eling of the intracellular dynamics of sperm cell activation has been previously
non-existent. Previous modeling efforts in related fields have yielded great insight:
calcium dynamics during hyperactivation have been studied [22], along with chemo-
taxis [23, 24], and cryoprotective agent loading [15, 16]. Despite the potential ap-
plicability of these models to the onset of motility in aquatic sperm, they have yet
to be adapted for such purpose.
In this work, we present an investigation of the activation of zebrafish sperm
cells within a microchannel. Through the use of a microfluidic mixer, cells can
be systematically diluted and rapidly delivered to an analysis chamber. This pro-
vides the ability to probe activation mechanisms in a more sophisticated manner;
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herein, we also show the utility of a model of passive water transport and that the
resulting intracellular information would be a significant advancement in sperm
cell activation research.
3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Ethics Statement
Guidelines from the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of Louisiana
State University were followed for animal care in this study.
3.3.2 Microdevice Fabrication and Operation
A sequential logarithmic mixing apparatus (SeLMA) was fabricated by standard
photolithographic methods as described in [25]. The device was cast in poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS), Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning, Midland, MI), and plasma
oxidized with a Harrick Plasma Cleaner (Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, NY) to a stan-
dard 1 inch by 3 inch glass microscope slide (VWR, Radnor, PA). The mixer
occupied a 3 mm by 5 mm chip footprint, and had a center pathlength of 12 mm.
There were three inlets to the device: a sample inlet that introduced cells and
isosmotic Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS), and two sheath inlets that intro-
duced deionized water. Downstream of the mixer, there was a 600 µm wide by 2 cm
viewing chamber where the microscope was positioned during CASA. SeLMA was
chosen as a micromixer for this application because there are no obstacles, grooves,
or obstructions that could potentially harm or trap the sperm cells. The fabricated
device and experimental setup is shown in figure 3.1. To achieve pressure-driven
flow, 0.03-inch ID Tygon tubing (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL) was connected
to 3-mL syringes loaded into a syringe pump (KD Scientific, Holliston, MA). The
outlet had 0.03-inch ID Tygon tubing leading to a collection dish.
3.3.3 Solenoid Valve Characterization
To achieve stopped flow results for CASA, 15-psi solenoid pinch valves (Cole-
Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL) were placed over the tubing at each inlet and outlet. The
valves were connected in parallel and controlled by a single 24-V power supply and
switch. Polystrene beads (Bangs Laboratories Inc., Fishers, IN), 10 µm in diameter,
were used as tracer particles during valve characterization. After steady flow was
achieved with a mixture of water and beads, sequential images were captured in
the viewing chamber of the device at a frame rate of 20 frames per second. A
custom MATLAB image processing script was used to track individual beads and
calculate their velocity.
3.3.4 Zebrafish Maintenance and Sperm Cell Collection
Zebrafish obtained from Louisiana State University Aquaculture Research Sta-











FIGURE 3.1. The experimental setup consisting of a micromixer, solenoid valves, a power
supply, and a viewing chamber for CASA.
system (Aquatic Habitats, Apopka, FL) with water flow recirculated through an
upwelling bead filter at 28 ◦C. Fish were fed twice daily with a scientifically for-
mulated adult diet from the Zebrafish International Resource Center (University
of Oregon, Eugene, OR, USA) and supplemented once daily with live Artemia
larvae grown from cysts (Bio-Marine, Hawthorne, CA). The filter system was back
flushed weekly. The photoperiod was set at 14h light: 10h dark.
Sperm samples were collected from male zebrafish after anesthetization in a 0.01
% (v/v) tricaine methanesulfonate (MS-222 Western Chemical Inc., Ferndale, WA)
solution. The fish was placed ventral side up in a foam rubber holder and blotted
dry. Gentle pressure was applied to the sides of the abdomen in an anterior to pos-
terior direction under a dissecting microscope (10-x magnification). Sperm were
collected using a micropipette and suspended in a microcentrifuge tube contain-
ing 20 µL of HBSS at an osmolality of 300 mOsm/kg [26]. The fish was returned
to aquarium water for recovery. Fish were allowed at least a two-week period be-
tween sperm collections to ensure sufficient sperm production. Sperm from several
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zebrafish were pooled into a single sample to yield an adequate volume for analy-
sis. Sperm concentration was determined in a microspectrophotometer (NanoDrop
1000, Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE) by measuring the absorbance of a 1.5-
µL sample at 400 nm [27]. The sperm concentration was adjusted using HBSS to
≈ 1.0× 108 cells/mL as it was reported being reliable for CASA measurements of
zebrafish sperm [28].
3.3.5 Zebrafish Sperm Cell Activation and Analysis
Manual activation tests were performed by a newly trained technician with ∼ 25
hours of cell activation experience. Manual activation was achieved by pipetting 2
µL of sperm sample onto a glass slide, followed by addition of 4 µL of de-ionized
(DI) water. The two solutions were gently stirred for approximately 5 seconds
with a pipette tip. The mixture was pipetted underneath a coverslip on top of a
20-µm well slide (Hamilton Thorne, Beverly, MA) where motility was measured
via CASA. For on-chip activation, sperm cells in HBSS and DI water were loaded
into separate syringes. Flow was driven by a syringe pump, with a maintained flow
rate at each inlet of 1 µL/min. With the two sheath inlets containing DI water and
the sample inlet containing cells and 300 mOsm/kg HBSS. After a steady flow was
achieved, the solenoid valves were actuated and the syringe pump was switched
off simultaneously; CASA was started 5 seconds later. Motility was analyzed with
an open CASA system (CEROS model, Hamilton Thorne, Beverly, MA) under
tungsten filament illumination using 10× magnification. A CCD camera captured
negative phase-contrast images from a light microscope (CX-41 Olympus American
Corp, Center Valley, CA) that were saved in the CEROS motility program (Animal
Motility, Version 12.3K Build 003). The image acquisition rate was 60Hz. The
minimum cell count was set at 50 and the minimum cell size was set at 2 pixels.
The smoothed path velocity (VAP) cutoff for progressively motile sperm was set at
50 µm/sec, and for static cells was set at 20 µm/sec, based on reported parameters
for similar species [11, 29].
3.3.6 Numerical Methods
The continuity equation, conservation of momentum, and species conservation
equation (eqs. (3.2)-(3.6)) were solved using the finite volume method in the com-
mercial software ANSYS Fluent v. 13.0 (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA).
∇ · (ρu) = 0 (3.2)












∇ · (Ciu) = −∇ · Ji (3.5)
Ji = −Dij∇Ci (3.6)
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Lagrangian particle tracking (eqs. (3.7)-(3.9)) was performed for a collection of
passive spherical particles (representing idealized sperm cells) released from each
finite volume face on the sample inlet. At each particle time step, the local os-
molality (that of the finite volume element that the particle is inside) was saved.
Inside a micromixer operating under steady-state conditions, the extracellular con-
centration of a salt is a function of spatial position throughout the mixer. However,
by tracking sperm cells traveling through the channel in a Lagrangian framework,
the extracellular salt concentration can be re-parameterized as a function of time.
During the Lagrangian particle iterations, the particle time-step was maintained
at 0.001 seconds for stability of the numerical method.
dup
dt











ρfdp |up − uf |
µ
, (3.9)
In eqs. (3.7)-(3.9): FD is the drag force on the particle, uf is the fluid velocity, up is
the particle velocity, g is the acceleration due to gravity, ρp is the particle density,
ρf is the fluid density, CD is the drag coefficient for spherical particles, Rep is the
Reynolds number of the particle, and dp is the particle diameter.
A mathematical description of solute and solvent transport across a cellular
membrane exists in the widely used Kedem-Katchaslsky model [30, 31, 32]. The
model describes passive, coupled solvent and solute flux through the membrane
with three phenomological parameters: the hydraulic conductivity (Lp), the solute
permeability (Ps), and the reflection coefficient (σ). The two ordinary differential
equations are coupled and non-linear, but are solved readily with any number of
computational mathematics packages. In the absence of a membrane penetrating













In eq. (3.10): Vw is intracellular water volume, Lp is hydraulic conductivity of
the membrane, Ac is the cell’s surface area, R is the universal gas constant, T is




The transient extracellular osmolality from the Lagrangian particle tracking was
input into eq. (3.10). This equation was solved for each simulated sperm cell trav-
eling through the mixer, each with a different transient extracellular osmolality.
The water flux equation was solved using a 4th order Runge-Kutta method in
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA).
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For model closure, several corollary equations (eqs. (3.11)-(3.13)) were necessary
to complete the model.
















Vcell (t) = Vw (t) + Vb (3.13)
In eqs. (3.11)-(3.13): Vb is the osmotically inactive cell volume, and Vcell is the total
cell volume. A solution of these equations can provide insight into the intracellular
dynamics during sperm cell activation. Assuming purely passive transport and
given a set of known intracellular ion concentrations, each ion concentration can
be monitored as a function of time and extracellular environment. With a set of
known initial intracellular ion concentrations, passive dilution of the intracellular
environment results in the following dynamics for any intracellular ion:
The primary assumptions of this model are: transport across the membrane is
purely passive; the sperm cell volume fraction is sufficiently small to ignore hydro-
dynamic particle-particle interactions; and, once sperm cells are activated inside
the micromixer, their swimming does not have any appreciable effect on the spatial
HBSS field inside the mixer. While this model only accounts for passive osmotic
water transport, active transport of ions through membrane pumps is possible;
however, active transport is thought to have little effect on volume regulation of
sperm cells[4].
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Numerical Model Validation of Passive Cellular Water Transport
The simulations have previously been validated with respect to mixing in the mi-
cromixer, showing good agreement over a wide range of Reynolds numbers [25].
This gives confidence that the osmolality distribution inside the microdevice, which
is used as an input to the membrane transport model, is accurately captured.
Here, we validate passive water transport across the cellular membrane for three
different sets of parameters. It should be noted that the hydraulic conductivity
of zebrafish spermatozoa is an order of magnitude lower than the egg cells used
in this validation (shown in table 3.1). Figure 3.2 shows the osmotic response of
Arbacia,Chaetopterus, and Cumingia cells. The cells are moved from seawater to
60% seawater at time t=0 seconds and as a result of the hypoosmotic environment,
water enters the cell. Although the model consistently underestimates the exper-
imental results, there is never greater than 6.71% error for any of the three cell
types. The maximum deviation for each dataset is: 4.60% (Chaetopterus), 5.05%
(Cumingia), and 6.71% (Arbacia). This validates the implementation and accuracy
of the water flux equation.
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TABLE 3.1. Table of water transport model parameters.
Model Parameter Cell Value (Units)
Hydraulic Conductivity Arbacia egg [33] 2× 10−2 (pm / Pa · s)
Chaetopterus egg [33] 7.22× 10−2
Cumingia egg [33] 6.33× 10−2
Zebrafish spermatazoa [34] 3.454× 10−3
Isoosmotic Cell Volume Arbacia egg 2.1365× 105(µm3)
Chaetopterus egg 6.0439× 105
Cumingia egg 1.4028× 105
Zebrafish spermatazoa 12.1
Osmotically Inactive Volume Arbacia egg 2.72× 104(µm3)
Chaetopterus egg 2.53× 105
Cumingia egg 5.2× 104
Zebrafish spermatazoa 4.477
































FIGURE 3.2. Water transport validation plots for Arbacia, Chaetopterus, and Cumingia
cells. Experimental data taken from [33].
3.4.2 Solenoid Valve Characterization and Particle Residence Time
Experimental mixing within this device has previously been studied [25]; given the
time-sensitive nature of our analysis of zebrafish sperm motility in the microde-
vice following cell activation, the solenoid valves added for flow cessation were
characterized. Figure 3.3A shows the velocity of 10-µm polystyrene tracer beads
in the viewing chamber following valve closure. As a result of the compliance in
the PDMS and tubing, actuation of the valves causes an initial acceleration of the
tracer beads. With the pressure inside the device equalized, the particle velocities
decayed to near zero after approximately 8 seconds. Based on these results, and
given the typical operating parameters of CASA for zebrafish sperm, we chose to
initiate CASA after 5 seconds. At this time, the velocity of tracer beads was on
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average less than 20 microns per second which is below the cutoff velocity for static
cells analyzed with CASA.
Along with the time for velocity to become small enough to start imaging, it was
also necessary to analyze the residence time of the particles in the mixer portion
of the device. Figure 3.3B shows the simulated residence time of discrete particles
released from each finite volume face at the center inlet. As in our experiments,
all inlet flow rates were specified as 1 µL/min. No particles traversed the mixer
faster than 1.5 seconds. Nearly 70% of the particles had reached the outlet by
2 seconds, while all particles reached the outlet by 3.5 seconds. Together with
the results from the valve characterization, the cells could have initiated motility
between 6.5 and 8.5 seconds prior to analysis with CASA (1.5-3.5 second residence
time, 5 seconds for flow cessation due to the solenoid valves). This is likely an
over-estimation of the time for the cells to be activated and for analysis to begin;
because when the solenoid valves were actuated they accelerated particles, the
time cells or particles spent in the channel (the residence time) and the time for
flow cessation did not necessarily occur sequentially these coincided with one
another. It is possible that after actuation of the valves, particles near the inlets
of the device were accelerated through the device and came to rest in the viewing
chamber. Therefore the reported time period of motility that is initially missed,
between 6.5 and 8.5 seconds, should be treated as a maximum. Even still, this is
faster than hand activation via manual mixing, which is discussed below. This is
also faster than previously reported microfluidic sperm cell activation without the
use of valving [10]. In that study, a 10 second delay was required between turning
off the syringe pump and initiating CASA so as to minimize bulk fluid drift.
3.4.3 Manual and Microfluidic Zebrafish Sperm Activation
The traditional method of activating zebrafish sperm cells by manual dilution
was compared to on-chip activation using the SeLMA micromixer. Manual (hand-














































FIGURE 3.3. A. Tracer bead velocity after actuation of the solenoid valves (mean +/-
std. dev, n=10). B. Simulated particle residence time distribution for a population of
625 discrete particles released from the center inlet.
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mixing) activation, (figure 3.4A), shows an initial motility of 40% and there was
only a slight decrease in motility over time. This initial motility was lower than in
other studies of zebrafish sperm cell activation and the decay in motility over time
is not as pronounced [3]. The lower initial motility is likely due to the difference
in dilution ratios and imperfect hand-mixing; the referenced study used a 20:1
dilution whereas we used a 2:1 dilution. This ratio for manual mixing was chosen
to agree with conditions inside of our channel, where equal flow rates from all
inlets would provide a 2:1 dilution. However, this level of activation is consistent
with other work that tested a range of osmolalities of the activating solution, and
found similar values at 150 mOsm/kg [4]. Figure 3.4A shows standard deviations
over 50% for much of the motility period. The less pronounced decrease in motility
over time and the high variability among trials is likely a result of the poorly
reproducible hand-mixing. In a poorly mixed solution, significant diffusion would
still occur throughout the experiment. This would result in a delay in the onset
of motility as cells encounter the necessary hypoosmotic environment at different
times.
The on-chip activation (figure 3.4B) shows an initially higher percentage of pro-
gressively motile cells. Progressive motility decreases, reaching near zero at 100
seconds. Deviations between trials were initially high (16% variation initially), but
it decreased to less than 2% after 60 seconds. This indicates that the mixer was
more effectively mixing the fluid and most cells that would ultimately activate
more rapidly encountered conditions that would allow them to become motile.
The on-chip activation data was compared to the manual hand mixing data for
statistical significance using the Student’s T-Test (α = 0.05). There is no statis-
tically significant difference between the on-chip and manual activation at any of
the times shown in figure 3.5. This is reasonably expected, given the large devi-
ations with the manual activation data. To this point, there was no statistically
significant difference between the initial progressively motile cell count (manually
activated, t=0) and the progressively motile cell count (manually activated) at any
of the times tested in figure 3.5.









































































FIGURE 3.4. A. Manual zebrafish sperm cell activation. B. On-chip zebrafish sperm cell
activation.
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FIGURE 3.5. Statistical analysis of on-chip and manual activation.
3.4.4 Simulations of Zebrafish Sperm Cell Activation in a Constant
Hypoosmotic Environment
We simulated the water flux across a zebrafish sperm cell membrane during man-
ual activation. The cells start at 300 mOsm/kg and were placed in a constant 20
mOsm/kg environment and consequently water enters the cell. Figure 3.6A shows
an increase in cell volume that does not reach equilibrium after 600 seconds, a
result of the low hydraulic conductivity of zebrafish sperm cells. The low hydraulic
conductivity is necessary for a cell whose purpose it to fertilize an egg in a hy-
poosmotic environment. The time that it would take for critically damaging water
intake must be greater than the duration of motility for external fertilization to
be successful. Figure 3.6B shows the decrease in intracellular osmolality; after 10
seconds (figure 3.6B inset), the intracellular osmolality has decreased only to 278.6
mOsm/kg. This response is for cells placed in 20 mOsm/kg for 10 seconds a rea-
sonable time to complete hand mixing and begin inspection of cells using CASA.

























































































FIGURE 3.6. Simulations of a zebrafish sperm cell placed in 20 mOsm/kg water. A.
Passive water flux as a result of the hypoosmotic environment. B. The intracellular
osmolality as a result of the hypoosmotic environment. Insets show the dynamics during
the first 10 seconds.
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3.4.5 Simulated Zebrafish Sperm Cell Activation in a Micromixer
In batch investigations, it can be assumed that the extracellular environment is
held at a constant osmolality. This does not hold true in a micromixer where spatial
variations occur (figure 3.7). To account for this, in our simulations we release cells
from each finite volume face at the center inlet (figure 3.7 inset). Each cell traveled
through the device with its own spatial path, and encounters a unique extracellular
osmotic environment along its way (particle paths shown in figure 3.7 correspond
to the same numbers shown in figure 3.8). The extracellular osmolality fluctuated
as cells moved through the mixer, entering regions of high and low osmolality, and
eventually reaching a constant extracellular environment at the outlet.
Despite these cells encountering zones of extracellular osmolality that are half of
their initial intracellular osmolality (figure 3.8A), water flux across the membrane
is slow and their residence time in these low osmolality zones is brief until they







FIGURE 3.7. Simulated particle trajectories and mixing in the first half of the SeLMA
geometry. Inset shows the introduction point for select particles.
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reach the completely mixed environment at the outlet. Intracellular osmolality
begins at iso- osmotic conditions (300 mOsm/kg), and for the select cells shown
in figure 3.8B, only reduced by 2-4 mOsm/kg. Particularly of note, the different
extracellular osmotic histories (figure 3.8A) all lead to similar transient intracellular
osmolality profiles (figure 3.8B).
While individual cell trajectories and transient profiles were useful, it was helpful
to visualize the results for the entire population of cells. The minimum osmolality
that the cells come in contact with as they move through the mixer is shown in
figure 3.9A. All cells travel through a zone with osmolality less than 150 mOsm/kg,
and nearly 10% pass through a region of less than 100 mOsm/kg.
Despite the extracellular osmolality being hypoosmotic for the duration of each
cells residence time, simulated intracellular osmolalities at the outlet ranged (fig-
ure 3.9B) from 299 mOsm/kg to 296.5 mOsm/kg (down from 300 mOsm/kg at
the inlet). This highlights the low hydraulic permeability and slow water transport
across the membrane. Despite these small changes in intracellular osmolality, our
experimental evidence shows that under these same conditions, greater than 60%
of the cells that passed through the mixer were activated. This challenges the belief
that large changes in osmolality or ion concentration are necessary for activation.
3.5 Conclusions
In this work, we have shown two methods for analysis of the activation process
of zebrafish sperm cells. The microfluidic mixer allows for a highly reproducible
mixing of the fluid streams, and hence a highly reproducible dilution of the cells’
intracellular osmolality. This is a significant advancement over the field-standard
hand-mixing where variability was large and analysis suffered from a lack of re-
producibility. It is also an improvement over the only other reported microfluidic
device for aquatic sperm cell activation [10]: the off-chip valves allow for flow ces-







































































FIGURE 3.8. A. Simulated extracellular osmolalities for select cells as a function of time
spent in the mixer. B. Simulated intracellular osmolalities as a function of time in the
mixer.
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FIGURE 3.9. Histograms of simulated variables for the population of cells as they travel
through the mixer: A. minimum osmolality each cell experienced during transit, B. the
cells’ intracellular osmolality at the outlet.
sation prior to initiation of CASA; there are no grooves or obstacles that could
capture cells as in the previous micromixer utilized for this purpose; and the spe-
cialized glass slides that contained the cells in a confined area for visualization
are no longer needed due to the on-chip viewing chamber. Finally, the numerical
analysis sheds insight on the intracellular environment, which is a function of the
extracellular osmotic conditions. While the numerical parameters and experimen-
tal conditions used in this study are specific to zebrafish sperm cells, they could
easily be modified to study any similarly functioning cell.
Our experimental results show that over 60% of cells were activated initially, and
under those same conditions, the numerical model shows that only a small amount
of water has entered the cell. As a result of this osmotic transport, intracellular
osmolality, and hence any intracellular ion, only decreases slightly. While experi-
mental protocols seek to immerse the cells in as dilute an environment as possible,
our results are the first to demonstrate that even brief exposure to a hypoosmotic
environment is sufficient for activation. Further work is necessary to identify an
exact threshold of intracellular osmolality for zebrafish sperm activation, which
will allow for a better understanding of the intracellular cascade that initiates and
maintains motility.
We envision microfluidic devices for the activation of aquatic sperm cells over-
coming several hurdles in sperm cell activation studies. These have the potential
to improve cryopreservation protocols significantly by allowing high-throughput
testing of different cryopreserved samples under highly controlled conditions. This
work also serves as a potential for much-needed standardization; both the microflu-
idics and numerical methods used herein are robust and can be used to reduce the
variability within and across aquatic sperm research laboratories.
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Chapter 4: Comparing Two Micromixers for
Sperm Cell Activation
4.1 Project Summary
In this work, we report on numerical simulations of two microdevices that have
been utilized for the purpose of initiating motility in zebrafish sperm cells. The
cells become motile when they encounter a hypo-osmotic environment, but little
is known about the resulting intracellular cascade that results in flagellar motion.
Our simulations allude that brief exposure to highly hypo-tonic extracellular envi-
ronments is sufficient for activation. Additionally, mechanical stresses on the cell
- either by volumetric swelling or extracellular strain - can not be ruled out as
causes for activation. A numerical analysis of two different devices that subject
the cells to very different conditions, finds that in conditions that are known to
initiate motility, the intracellular osmolality of the cells is only lowered from 300
mOsm/kg to 296 mOsm/kg. The consequences this finding may have on high-
throughput activation, zebrafish storage, and the resulting intracellular dynamics
that lead to motile sperm are discussed further.
4.2 Introduction
Zebrafish (Danio rario) have become a popular model for human disease and em-
bryology studies, and as such, the preservation of their reproductive cells has be-
come an important challenge [1]. Evaluation of cryopreservation protocols for ze-
brafish sperm cells consists of evaluating motility before and after the protocol.
The cells become motile when they encounter a hypo-osmotic environment; they
remain motile for 45-90 seconds, which complicates analysis [2, 3, 4]. In traditional
laboratory practices, activation is achieved by manual dilution of the extracellu-
lar environment - a process that is plagued with inaccuracy, lacks reproducibility,
wastes valuable sample, and is inefficiently slow [5].
Microfluidics, the manipulation of fluids on a scale smaller than 1 mm, offer a
remedy to many of these problems. Common channel dimensions on the micro-
scale require microliters of sample volume for operation [6, 7]. Analysis can be
completed on the order of seconds which offers the potential for high-throughput
sample processing. The Reynolds number (eq. (4.1)) inside of a microchannel, the





Consequently, the flow in microfluidic devices is stable and highly reproducible.
Lamentably, mass transport in microfluidic devices is characterized by Peclet
numbers (eq. (4.2)), the ratio of convective mass transport to diffusive mass trans-






In straight microfluidic channels, this results in unmixed laminar flow. As a re-
sult, a variety of passive microfluidic mixers have been developed and optimized
that utilize unique geometrical configurations and features that spatially redis-
tribute a chemical species and allow molecular diffusion to occur over shorter length
scales [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
Twice recently, micromixers have been deployed for the purpose of activating ze-
brafish sperm cells. The devices both aimed to rapidly mix sperm cells stored in 300
mOsm/kg Hanks Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) with pure water, and lead them
to a viewing chamber where motile cells could be counted by computer assisted
semen analysis (CASA) [19, 20]. A popular microfluidic mixer with herringbone
features was able to achieved 56% activation of its cells [21], while a mixer based
on logarithmic spirals was later able to activate 62% of its cells [18](Chapter 3).
In each instance, the mixers outperformed manual activation by hand-mixing, the
current standard in aquatic sperm activation analysis.
The microfluidic devices offer distinct advantages over more traditional meth-
ods. Due to the laminar flow, the mixing profile is highly reproducible and provides
consistent activation with smaller deviations from experiment to experiment. Mi-
crochannels only require microliters of sample, and offer the potential for multiple
assays without wasting valuable biomaterial. In addition, the process can be au-
tomated which can help alleviate process bottlenecks and more rapdily optimize
protocols.
In order to maximize the potential advantages of micromixers, a more complete
understanding of the activation process must be undertaken. Literature agrees that
zebrafish sperm cells activate in a hypo-osmotic environment, and experimental
protocols reflect this - cells are placed in solutions with very low osmolality to
activate cells [22]. However, this treatment does not help to answer the underlying
question of why these cells become motile in such an environment. Post-activation
analysis has shown variations in intracellular potassium [23] and calcium occur [24,
4], but these results are inconclusive. How much of a hypo-osmotic environment,
what should the exposure duration be, and what is the resulting cascade that
initiates motility are important questions that remain unanswered. Solutions to
these problems could result in a predictive model for zebrafish sperm cell activation,
which could be used to identify optimal conditions for high-throughput microfluidic
device operation.
In this work, we postulate three potential mechanisms that could trigger flagellar
motion: mechanical stress, brief exposure to a hypo-osmotic environment, and dilu-
tion of the intracellular environment. By comparing the results of two micromixers
that expose cells to different conditions, but are able to achieve similar levels of




The dimensions and features of the micromixers can be found elsewhere [21, 18].
This implementation of the Herringbone mixer has two 100 µm wide and 75 µm
deep perpendicular inlet channels that connect to a 200 µm wide and 75 µm deep
mixing channel. The main mixing channel has herringbone features that are 60
µm wide, depressed 25 µm, with an asymmetry ratio of the edge lengths set to
3:7, and an angle of the features set to 55◦ with respect to the center-line of the
main channel. One set of depressions consisted of five herringbone features spaced
60 µm apart, followed by another grouping of depressions in which the direction
of asymmetry was alternated. Each full set of depressions was then repeated every
1.4 mm, resulting in 10 complete sets throughout the main mixing channel.
The SeLMA (Sequential Logarithmic Mixing Apparatus) used consists of three
200 µm wide and 50 µm deep inlets that meet at a T-junction. Each mixing unit
is based on two logarithmic spirals, where the radius of curvature for each channel
wall varies by eq. (4.3) with different parameters.
r = aebθ (4.3)
This results in a constantly varying radius of curvature and a constantly varying
cross-sectional area that reaches a minimum of ≈ 30 µm. The two mixing units are
repeated, resulting in four constrictions in the mixer. The center streamline path
length of SeLMA is 12 mm, and the total footprint of the mixing units is 3 mm by
5 mm. Computational meshes of both simulation domains are shown in figure 4.1.
4.3.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics Modeling of Fluid Flow and Par-
ticle Motion
To solve the fluid velocity and pressure profiles in both mixers, FLUENT v13.0
(ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA) was used to solve the continuity equation, the
conservation of momentum equation, and the species transport equation in three-
dimensions (eqs. (4.4)-(4.6)).
∇ · u = 0 (4.4)
ρ (u · ∇u) = −∇p + µ∇2u+ ρg (4.5)
(u · ∇Csalt) = Dsalt/h2o∇
2Csalt (4.6)
In eqs. (4.4)-(4.6): u is the fluid velocity, ρ is the fluid density, p is the fluid pressure,
g is the force due to gravity, Csalt is the concentration of HBSS, and Dsalt/h2o is
the diffusivity of HBSS in water.
For eqs. (4.4)-(4.5): the boundary conditions were given as a constant inlet veloc-
ity at the channel inlets, zero pressure at the channel outlets, and no-slip velocity at
the channel walls. In eq. (4.6), 300 mOsm/kg HBSS was specifed at the cell/HBSS




FIGURE 4.1. Computational meshes of A. SeLMA, and B. the Herringbone micromixer.
The discrete particle method (DPM) was used to simulate particle trajectories
throughout the micromixers. Inert spherical particles, representing idealized ze-




= FD (uf − up) + g










ρfdp |up − uf |
µ
. (4.9)
In eqs. (4.7)-(4.9): up is the particle velocity, FD is the drag force on the particle,
uf is the local fluid velocity, g is the force due to gravity, ρp is the particle density,
ρf is the fluid density, µ is the fluid viscosity, dp is the particle diameter, CD
is the drag coefficient on the particle, and Rep is the particle Reynolds number.
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At each time during Lagrangian tracking, the local fluid strain rate and local
HBSS concentration are recorded for each particle. This reults in a dynamic history
detailing each cells’ unique experience in the micromixers. The time-step of each
particle during DPM is maintained at 0.001 seconds to ensure stability in the
equations for osmotic membrane transport. DPM is an efficient method for tracking
dilute suspensions of particles, and while it does calculate the hydrodynamic forces
on particles, this implementation does not consider particle-particle interactions or
consider how the suspensions of particles may alter the fluid flow profile.
4.3.3 Passive Osmotic Membrane Transport Modeling
Osmotic-driven transport across the cell membrane is modeled through the Kedem-
Katchalsky equations [25, 26, 27, 28]. In the absence of a permeating solute, these








In eq. (4.10): Jw is water flux, Ac (t) is the surface area of the cell, Vw (t) is the
intracellular water volume, Lp is the hydraulic conductivity, R is the universal gas
constant, T is temperature, and Csalt is the concentration of salt. To complete the



















Vcell (t) = Vw (t) + Vb (4.14)
In eqs. (4.11)-(4.14): Coutsalt (t) is extracellular salt concentration, C
in
salt (t) is intra-
cellular salt concentration, Vb is the cell solids volume, Vcell (0) is the initial total
cell volume, and Vcell (t) is the transient total cell volume. Initially, cells are spec-
ified with a known volume of water and cell solids, and are introduced to the
mixer at iso-osmotic conditions. The transient extracellular concentration, Coutsalt (t)
is obtained from the DPM results for each cell. Model parameters are shown in
table 4.1.
4.3.4 Strain Rate Monitoring
Passive micromixers use geometric features within the microchannels to enhance
mixing. The presence of these features could result in an increase in mechancical
stresses the cells would encounter relative to ambient conditions. To investigate the
mechanical effects on the cells as they move throughout the micromixers, during
particle tracking using DPM the strain rate history of each cell was recorded at
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TABLE 4.1. Parameters used in the fluid dynamics model and the passive osmotic mem-
brane transport model. Membrane transport parameters taken from [29]
.
Parameter Value (Units)
Density, ρ 1000 kg/m3
Viscosity, µ 0.001 Pa · s
Diffusivity, Dsalt/h2o 1× 10
−10 m2/s
Initial cell volume, Vcell 12.1 µm
3
Cell solids volume, Vb 4.477 µm
3
Hydraulic conductivity, Lp 3.454× 10
−15 m/(Pa · s)
Iso-osmotic intracellular concentration, C intiso 300 mOsm/kg


















This transient strain rate history can be averaged over each cell’s residence time










We use these results to analyze the absolute maximum strain rate each cell ex-
periences inside the mixer (at any time it is inside the mixer), and the maximum
time-averaged strain rate the cells experience.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Macroscale Mixing Validation
In previous work, we have validated the macroscale mixing in the SeLMA mi-
cromixer [18] and the numerical model used for passive water transport across
a cell membrane (Chapter 3). Here, we present a comparison of our simulation’s
ability to capture mixing performance in the Herringbone micromixer (figure 4.2).
Mixing efficiency is calculated by eq. (4.18) and is measured at different locations


















At 100 µL/min, our numerical investigation agrees well with with the experimen-
tal mixing results. This ensures our simulation’s will accurately capture the local
extracellular HBSS concentration that is input into eq. (4.10).
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FIGURE 4.2. Comparison of simulated mixing efficiency and experimental results in the
Herringbone mixer [21] at 100 µL/min
4.4.2 Batch Experiments - Constant Extracellular Osmolality
Before investigating how a dynamic extracellular osmolality affects intracellular
osmolality, we perform simulations at constant values of extracellular osmolality.
This provides insight on the speed of water transport across the zebrafish sperm
cell membrane. Figures 4.3A and B show the cell volumes and corresponding in-
tracellular osmolalities, respectively, over a 30 minute time span for Cextsalt equal to
300 mOsm/kg, 200 mOsm/kg, 100 mOsm/kg, and 0 mOsm/kg.
Water enters the cells when they are placed in a hypo-osmotic environment, and
the cell volume increases. This water influx results in a dilution of intracellular
osmolality. The small hydraulic conductivity in zebrafish sperm cells makes this a
slow process, especially when compared with that of other sperm cells (Chapter
7). However, this has been postulated as an advantage for the externally reproduc-
ing freshwater zebrafish. For cells in a 200 mOsm/kg extracellular environment,
equilibrium is not reached until nearly 10 minutes after the cells are first placed in
such an environment. This time to reach a steady value increases with decreasing
extracellular osmolality; at Cextsalt equal to 100 mOsm/kg, it takes nearly 15 minutes
for the cells to equilbrate. When placed in 0 mOsm/kg (pure water), both the cells’
volume and intracellular osmolality are still time-dependent after 30 minutes. At
30 minutes, the cell at this concentration has swollen to nearly 7× its iso-osmotic
value. However, the duration of motility in these cells is much shorter than 30
minutes; the cells must fertilize an egg prior to exhausting their ATP reserves, or
the water influx will eventually be lethal.
4.4.3 Strain Rate Experienced in Microfluidic Mixers
As the cells move through each micromixer, they encounter different levels of strain
at different spatial locations in the mixers. In figures 4.4A and B, the transient
strain rate histories are shown for the cells that experience the maximum and
minimum time-averaged value of strain rate in the Herringbone and SeLMA mi-
cromixers respectively. For each of these transient cell strain rate histories, the
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FIGURE 4.3. Numerical simulations of intracellular osmolality when cells are immersed
in a solution of constant extracellular osmolality.
maximum value of strain rate ever experienced by that cell is recorded and his-
tograms of this value are shown on the right. Also shown are histograms of the
time-averaged value of strain rate for cells in both micromixers.
The transient strain rate history in the Herringbone micromixer is irregular,
but mostly kept to low values. Even the cell that experiences the maximum time-
averaged strain rate is only in a region of high strain rate for a brief time period at
the introduction of the cell to the channel. This likely means the cell was seeded at
an initial location close to a corner, the region of greatest shear in a microchannel.
Tranient strain rate profiles for the cells that experience the maximum and mini-
mum time-averaged strain rate are, aside from the entrance region, similar. This is
confirmed by the histograms of strain rate in the Herringbone mixer, which show
narrow distributions and small magnitudes for time-averaged strain rate and max-
imum strain rate experienced. These results suggest that the Herringbone features
do not seem to introduce large magnitudes of strain to the cells.
On the contrary, cells in SeLMA experience four peaks in strain rate magnitude;
these correspond to the times at which each cell passes through the four constric-
tions. These peaks are much greater than the ambient levels of strain the cells
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Cell With Min. Strain Rate
FIGURE 4.4. Strain rate’s experienced in A. the Herringbone, and B. the SeLMA, mi-
cromixers.
experience while flowing through the rest of the channel. Cells moving through
SeLMA experience both larger magnitudes of maximum strain rate and higher
time-averaged strain rates; there is also a large spread across the population of
cells for both maximum strain rate and time-averaged strain rate.
4.4.4 Microfluidic Simulations - Dynamic Extracellular Osmolality
Prior to studying the intracellular dynamics, we begin our analysis of zebrafish
sperm cells in the two micromixers by comparing cellular residence times (shown
in figure 4.5). The geometry of the mixers, and the path length that the cells take,
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FIGURE 4.5. Cellular residence time distributions in A. the Herringbone, and B. the
SeLMA, micromixers.
dictate how long each cell remains in the mixer. On average, cells have a larger
residence time in the Herringbone mixer than in SeLMA. The residence times of
all cells is below 10 seconds, which is a very short time relative to the time it takes
the cells to reach equilibrium with their surrounding environment.
Since the flow rates are constant at each inlet, perfectly mixed solutions would be
150 mOsm/kg for the Herringbone mixer (one inlet at 300 mOsm/kg, one inlet at
0 mOsm/kg) and 100 mOsm/kg for the SeLMA mixer (one inlet at 300 mOsm/kg,
two inlets at 0 mOsm/kg). At the outlet of both mixers, experimental tests show
that the fluid mixing performance in the Herringbone mixer is ≈ 95%, while in
SeLMA it is ≈ 86%. By tracking extracellular osmolality of each cell at the outlet of
both micromixers (shown in figure 4.6), we investigate whether the cells experience
such high-levels of mixing.. The majority of cells inside the Herringbone mixer exit
the microchannel at an extracellular osmolality close to that of the perfectly mixed
value (150 mOsm/kg). In SeLMA, most of the cells again exit the mixer near a





















































FIGURE 4.6. Extracellular osmolalities across the population of cells at the outlet in A.
the Herringbone, and B. the SeLMA, micromixers.
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value of 150 mOsm/kg. However, the perfectly mixed concentration of SeLMA is
100 mOsm/kg. This is indicitave that the cells tend to exit the mixer in a certain
spatial zone that is not as well mixed, a circumstance that was previously described
as a possible outcome [18].
As each cell is tracked throughout the mixers, the dynamic extracellular osmo-
lality for each cell is given as an input into the water flux equation. Figures 4.7A
and B show the transient extracellular HBSS concentration for several sample cells
in the Herringbone and SeLMA micromixers, respectively. Figures 4.7C and D
show the transient intracellular osmolality for the same cells as they move through
the Herringbone and SeLMA micromixers, respectively. The sample cells traveling
through the Herringbone experience rapidly changing extracellular osmolalities as
they move through regions of high and low salt concentration (figure 4.7A). In com-
parison, cells traveling through SeLMA experience a more monotonic (although not
perfectly monotonic) decrease in extracellular osmolality over time (figure 4.7B).
As a consequence of the slow water flux, the intracellular osmolalities of cells trav-






























































































































FIGURE 4.7. Extracellular osmolalites for three representative cells in A. the Herring-
bone micromixer, and B. the SeLMA micromixer. Intracellular osmolalites for three
representative cells in C. the Herringbone, and D. the SeLMA, micromixers.
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eling through either mixer do not display these sharp gradients (figures 4.7C and
D).
Using the transient osmolality profiles of every cell in each micromixer, we iso-
late population wide trends for two variables that relate to propsed mechanisms
for activation: exposure to an extremely hypotonic environment, and dilution of in-
tracellular osmolality. These results for both micromixers are shown in figures 4.8
and 4.9. In both figure 4.8 and figure 4.9, the percentage of cells that are be-
low the threshold for activation in the particular mixers are shown. For example,
in figure 4.8A, the dotted vertical line represents that 56% (the value that cor-
responds to the percentage of cells that were activated in the Herringbone mixer
experimentally) of cells are below this potential threshold. Similarly, in figure 4.8B,
the dotted vertical line indicates that 62% of cells experienced a minimum osmo-
lality below this value. Correlating this threshold with the percentage of motile
cells experimentally results in exposure (no matter how brief) to an osmolality of
81.82 mOsm/kg in the Herringbone mixer, and 122.73 mOsm/kg in the SeLMA
micromixer. Given the large difference in these values, we can draw two prospec-
tive conclusions. First, this mechanism does not govern activation. Second, the
higher value of the threshold is the actual value (the cells at the lower value of the
threshold are all below the higher threshold).
Similar analysis is performed to monitor the intracellular osmolality across the
population of cells in both micromixes (shown in figure 4.9). Assuming that the
cumulative percentage of cells below the experimental percentage of motile cells
corresponds to motility in these cells, in the Herringbone mixer we find the intra-
cellular osmolality threshold to be 296.25 mOsm/kg while in the SeLMA mixer
we find the threshold to be 298.6364 mOsm/kg. It is intriguing that SeLMA acti-
vated a slightly higher percentage of cells despite resulting in a higher intracellular
osmolality threshold. The cells in the Herringbone could be activated when they
reach 298.6 mOsm/kg (as in SeLMA), but this does not occur at the outlet; the
cells could spend a longer time in the hypotonic environment, and the passive os-
A. B.



















































FIGURE 4.8. Minimum extracellular osmolalites experienced across the population of
cells as they move through A. the Herringbone, and B. the SeLMA, micromixers.
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FIGURE 4.9. Intracellular osmolalities across the population of cells at the outlet in A.
the Herringbone, and B. the SeLMA, micromixers.
motic transport model continues to dilute the intracellular environment of these
cells. The fact that the threshold calculated in the Herringbone and in SeLMA
are close in magnitude could suggest a possible threshold for activation near 298
mOsm/kg. However, in practice, these cells are stored in 300 mOsm/kg HBSS and
the experimental error in the osmolality of the storage media can be as high as
5%. Given this level of error, it is unlikely that absolute intracellular osmolality is
a governing threshold.
4.5 Conclusions
We have performed a numerical investigation into two micromixers that have been
used for zebrafish sperm cell activation. The SeLMA and Herringbone mixers have
been experimentally shown to activate 62% and 54%, respectively, of the cells that
traveled them at published operating conditions. By tracking a population of cells
through each micromixer and monitoring the extracellular environment for each
cell, we test the plausability of several potential causes of the onset of motility in
zebrafish sperm cells.
Despite both the high values of maximum strain rate experienced and the high
values of time-averaged strain rate, the SeLMA micromixer still activated 62% of
the cells that were observed at the outlet. It is possible that the remaining 38%
were mechanically damaged, but it is equally plausible that a percentage of those
cells that were inactive at the outlet of the mixer were incapable of becoming
motile. Further experiments using membrane integrity tests, prior to and after
introduction into the micromixer, should be able to make a definitive conclusion
regarding the lethal values of strain rate in the mixer. However since SeLMA was
able to activate a similar percentage of cells that the Herringbone mixer was able
to, although SeLMA exposed cells to notably higher values of strain, we speculate
that this strain rate is not lethal to the cells. Similarly, this study would suggest
that mechanical effects from extracellular strain play no role in activation. This
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does not eliminate the potential for cellular volumetric swelling to mechanically
trigger stretch-activated calcium channel activity (such as those seen in [30, 31]).
The cells in the Herringbone mixer experience much lower minimum osmolalites
as they move through the mixer than those in SeLMA do. Coupling this observation
with the similar levels of activation seen experimentally, it is possible that cells
must cross a threshold of extracellular osmolality. The cells in the Herringbone
mixer have already crossed the threshold determined in SeLMA, and as such would
still be activated.
Our simulations suggest that if dilution of the intracellular environment was the
stimuli responsible for the cascade of events that initiate the onset of motility, this
threshold would be near 298 mOsm/kg. We found that 56% of cells that go through
the Herringbone mixer (the percentage of cells that were seen to be active experi-
mentally) exit with an intracellular osmolality below 296.25 mOsm/kg, while 62%
of the cells that go through the SeLMA micromixer (the percentage of cells that
were experimentally activated) exit with an intracellular osmolality below 298.6
mOsm/kg. This potential threshold has interesting consequences for the storage
of zebrafish sperm cells. Cells are typically stored at iso-osmotic conditions (near
300 mOsm/kg), which is only a few mOsm/kg away from this potential threshold
for activation in this study.
We found that given enough time the cells will equilibrate with their surrounding
environment (figure 4.3). This lends itself to a series of experiments where the
extracellular osmolality is decreased at increments of 1 mOsm/kg, and activation
is observed over time. Given this theory, if cells are stored at 295 mOsm/kg they
should all become motile eventually. Tests that observe and report initial motility
within the first 30 seconds will likely not capture this threshold; the proposed
experiments must continue for a longer duration than normal.
Our numerical findings show that passive water transport alone can not be re-
sponsible for the experimental observations that intracellular potassium and cal-
cium change significantly during activation [23, 24]. We hypothesize that an intra-
cellular secondary messenger must be diluted via exposure to hypo-osmotic con-
ditions. This secondary messenger likely inhibits calcium ion release, and upon its
dilution, calcium would be released into the cell as experimentally observed. Cal-
cium then serves a role regulating ATP phosphorylation and/or in dynein motor
protein ATPase activity.
A series of focused experiments, targeted around the osmolality thresholds iden-
tified herein, could produce a conclusive mechanism for the onset of motility. Using
this model as a framework, future models could incorporate intracellular calcium
pumps and storage organelles [32, 33, 34] to test this proposed cascade. Ultimately,
accurate identification of a threshold for zebrafish sperm cell motility only serves
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Chapter 5: Microfluidic Loading of a Single
Cryoprotectant
5.1 Project Summary
In this work, we conduct a computational study on the loading of cryoprotective
agents into cells in preparation for cryopreservation. The advantages of microflu-
idics in cryopreserving cells include control of fluid flow parameters for reliable
cryoprotectant loading and reproducible streamlined processing of samples. A 0.25
m long, three inlet T-junction microchannel serves as an idealized environment for
this process. The flow field and concentration distribution are determined from
a computational fluid dynamics study and cells are tracked as inert particles in
a Lagrangian frame. These particles are not confined to streamlines but can mi-
grate laterally due to the Segre-Sildeberg effect for particles in a shear flow. During
this tracking, the local concentration field surrounding the cell is monitored. This
data are used as input into the Kedem-Katchalsky equations to numerically study
passive solute transport across the cell membrane. As a result of the laminar flow,
each cell has a unique pathline in the flow field resulting in different residence times
and a unique external concentration field along its path. However, in most previ-
ous studies, the effect of a spatially varying concentration field on the transport
across the cell membrane is ignored. The dynamics of this process are investigated
for a population of cells released from the inlet. Using dimensional analysis, we
find a governing parameter α, which is the ratio of the time scale for membrane
transport to the average residence time in the channel. For α ≤ 0.224, cryopro-
tectant loading is completed to within 5% of the target concentration for all of
the cells. However, for α ≥ 0.224, we find the population of cells does not achieve
complete loading and there is a distribution of intracellular cryoprotective agent
concentration amongst the population. Further increasing α beyond a value of 2
leads to negligible cryoprotectant loading. These simulations on populations of cells
may lead to improved microfluidic cryopreservation protocols where more consis-
tent cryoprotective agent loading and freezing can be achieved, thus increasing cell
survival.
5.2 Introduction
The cryopreservation of cells and tissues has become a practical way of storing
biomaterials in a variety of disciplines and industries [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Cryopreser-
vation is critical to long term storage and off-the-shelf availability [3, 7]. Typical
cryopreservation protocols aim to remove intracellular water to avoid damaging
intracellular ice formation (IIF) [8]. This is usually accomplished by exposing the
sample to a cryoprotective agent (CPA) to create an osmotic pressure gradient.
This chapter previously appeared as Scherr et al., A numerical study on distributions during cryoprotectant
loading caused by laminar flow in a microchannel, Biomicrofluidics, 7(2), 2013. It is reprinted by permission of
AIP.
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These chemicals can be either permeable CPAs, which penetrate the cellular mem-
brane and replace intracellular water, or impermeable CPAs, which dehydrate the
cell by drawing out intracellular water [8]. While CPAs are useful in preventing
cell damage due to IIF, the dehydration process introduces cells to an osmolality
gradient, inducing harmful osmotic shock [3, 9]. Complicating the process further,
the CPAs themselves can be toxic to cells [8, 10, 11].
Two potential methods of cryopreservation are generally employed for cryop-
reservation: freezing and vitrification. The former uses lower CPA concentrations
and slower cooling rates, which minimize osmotic shock and cytotoxicity effects,
while being more susceptible to IIF. In the latter, high CPA concentrations are
used with rapid cooling rates. This generally minimizes IIF at the expense of ex-
posing the cell to potentially lethal osmostic gradients and toxic reagents. Since
both methods require CPA loading and unloading, an understanding of the trans-
membrane transport processes would be beneficial to optimizing protocols that
would improve cell viability.
Mass transport of a non-electrolyte solute and the resulting water transport are
typically modeled by the Kedem-Katchalsky (KK) [12] equations. The equations
for water flux and CPA flux across the membrane are given as: [3, 9, 13, 14]
Jw = Lp∆P − LpσRT∆C, (5.1)
P i − P e = E
V − V0
V0










In eqs. (5.1)-(5.5), Jw and Jc are the water flux and cryoprotectant flux, respec-
tively, Lp is the hydraulic conductivity, ∆P is the trans-membrane pressure gradi-
ent, σ is the CPA reflection coefficient, R is the universal gas constant, T is absolute
temperature, ∆C is the trans-membrane concentration gradient, Vw and Vc are the
water volume and cryoprotectant molality, respectively, A is the cell’s surface area,
ω is the CPA permeability through the membrane, and C̄ is the average of the in-
ternal and external CPA concentrations. Kleinhans provides an excellent review of
these equations and when simplifications from the three parameter model to a two
parameter model are appropriate [15].
In traditional cryopreservation protocols, all cells are placed in a constant con-
centration for a prescribed time period. Due to the osmotic stresses and toxicity
introduced to the cells, stepwise introduction of CPAs has been used; still, pre-
scribed concentration and exposure time (along with any steps in concentration)
are both known and constant for all cells. Modeling these scenarios has become
fairly routine as eqs. (5.1)-(5.5) are two coupled non-linear differential equations,
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which can be solved readily computationally. However, this could be further com-
plicated by allowing a time dependent external cellular concentration (in the ∆C
term). In an effort to account for the replacement time of a perfusion solution in
their microdevice, Chen et al. have made the external concentration a time de-
pendent term [16, 17]. While a constant external concentration is valid for batch
systems, it is not necessarily so for flow systems which have non-zero spatial con-
centration gradients due to incomplete mixing. Although a microdevice may oper-
ate at steady state, each cell will move through this device and encounter differ-
ent extracellular concentrations as a function of time. While there has been a
recent push to optimize cryopreservation protocols for survivability and through-
put, [2, 4, 11, 18] to optimize CPA loading in microfluidic devices, a more rigorous
approach is necessary.
Microfluidic devices have been finding widespread utility in bioengineering and
biomedical applications, including recent applications to CPA loading and unload-
ing protocols. They offer reproducible, high-throughput analysis while minimizing
sample volume and reagent consumption [19, 20]. Microfluidic channels typically
operate at Reynolds numbers (eq. (5.6)) on the order of unity and Peclet numbers
(eq. (5.7)) on the order of 1000, indicating a lack of turbulence and that diffusion









In eqs. (5.6) and (5.7), u, w, ρ, µ, and Dab are the characteristic velocity, distance,
density, viscosity, and mass diffusivity of the system. The resulting lack of mixing in
high Peclet number, convection dominated environments, has often been lamented
as a pitfall of lab-on-a-chip devices. A variety of micromixers have been developed
to overcome this problem and its associated challenges [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. However,
the laminar flow in microdevices has also been used advantageously. Spherical
particles in laminar shear flow experience a lift force, which causes them to migrate
to an equilibrium position. This is known as the Segre and Silberberg effect [26].
The effect is observed in long channels, and the magnitude of this force is dependent
on the particle Reynolds number. It has been used in microchannels as a means
for particle separation based on size [27].
Recent work on cryoprotectant loading and unloading on a chip has also used
the lack of turbulence in microdevices to their advantage, where the lack of fluid
mixing allows a slow introduction of CPA to the cell [9, 10, 18, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32].
Song et al. [9] have shown that the gradual loading of CPA into the cell improves
cell survival compared to traditional methods. They argue the less dramatic water
flux across the membrane is responsible for the improved cell viability by limiting
osmotic shock. The application of microfluidics to the CPA loading process also
meets the needs cited by researchers in the cryopreservation field, namely, the
ability to create high-throughput, readily reproducible, and streamlined processes
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needed in research and industry [2, 4, 6] With a stable of advantages and the
decreasing cost of device fabrication, microfluidic devices have the potential to
become commonplace in cryopreservation protocols.
Previous modeling work on CPA loading in microfluidic devices has been devoid
of discrete cells traveling throughout the channel. The concentration along a single
streamline has been input into the external concentration for CPA loading, and a
CPA source/sink term (depending on whether CPA is entering or exiting the cell)
has been included in the species transport equation [28, 29, 30]. The former does
not capture the true trajectory of a single cell, which will experience forces due to
the shear flow in the long microchannel; the latter does not monitor the changes in
volume or internal concentration among the cells. Neither of these methods capture
the dynamics across a population of cells, which will have a distribution of residence
times as well as external concentration profiles. Furthermore, the utilization of
constant fluid properties in the previous simulations could be a source for error,
especially given the disparity between the viscosities of common CPAs and water.
Prior to their modeling, Song et al. [9] made the KK equations dimensionless





It is important to note that t/t0 equal to one does not mean that the transport
process across the membrane has reached equilibrium; in batch processes (where
the extracellular concentration is maintained at C0) this occurs around t/t0 of






Taking the ratio of these two time scales allows us to determine the relative mag-
nitude of each process (analogous to the Peclet number as the ratio of convection








If t0 ≪ τ , we expect complete CPA loading; for τ ≫ t0 we expect the cells will move
through the channel faster than any appreciable loading can take place; for α ≈ 5t0
(t0 is a characteristic time scale, but not the time for the process to complete as
noted earlier) we expect a distribution of intracellular CPA concentration where
loading will be appreciable but incomplete.
In this work, we simulate the loading of 1,2-propanediol (a common cryoprotec-
tant agent) across an idealized cell membrane in a T-channel. Figure 5.1 shows
a schematic of the simulated device. This microchannel could easily be folded
into a serpentine-like geometry to minimize the chip footprint [9]. However, the
0.25 m pathlength is necessary to provide adequate residence time for membrane
transport to occur and the cells to reach equilibrium with their environment. Two
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possibilities exist for extending the residence time in the channel: (1) decreasing
the Reynolds number, or (2) increasing the channel length. Since the latter is not
ideal in microfluidics where chip footprint is paramount (and to maintain sufficient
accuracy in a long simulation domain), in this work, we investigate the membrane
transport over a range of flow rates in a channel of fixed length.
5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Fluid Flow Modeling
The computational fluid dynamics package ANSYS FLUENT v13 (Ansys, Inc.,
Canonsburg, PA) was used to solve the steady state continuity, conservation of mo-
mentum, and species continuity (eqs. (5.11)-(5.15)) using the finite volume method.
∇ · (ρu) = 0 (5.11)
CPA Inlet
CPA Inlet





FIGURE 5.1. The three inlet T-Channel simulation geometry. The inset highlights the
mesh resolution at the junction of the three inlets.
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∇ · (Ciu) = −∇ · Ji (5.14)
Ji = −Dab∇Ci (5.15)
In eqs. (5.11)-(5.15): u is the fluid velocity, ρ is the fluid density, µ is the fluid
viscosity, Ci is the concentration of species i, and Dab is the mass diffusivity.
Local fluid properties of the CPA-water mixture were calculated by mass averaging
the local density and viscosity in each finite volume element. The diffusivity of
propanediol in water was calculated using a modified Wilke-Chang equation [33]













In eq. (5.16), D12 is the local mass diffusivity, M1 is the molecular weight of the
solvent, T is the absolute temperature, V1 is the molal volume of solvent, V2 is the
molal volume of solute, and µmix is the local viscosity of the mixture.
The boundary conditions for the Navier-Stokes equations were specified as the
same con- stant normal velocity at all three inlets and zero pressure at the outlet.
The no-slip boundary condition was specified at all walls. For the species continuity
equation, constant inlet concentrations were specified for the sample and sheath
inlets. A convective flux condition was specified at the outlet, with a zero flux
boundary condition specified on the walls.
5.3.2 Particle Tracking
Lagrangian particle tracking was used in FLUENT to simulate cells as inert spher-
ical particles inside the channel. Once the steady state flow field is solved in the
domain, spherical particles are released from each finite volume face on the cen-
ter inlet. The position and velocity of the particles as they progress through the
microdevice are calculated via a force balance on the particles,
dup
dt
= FD (uf − up) + g




















(uj,f − uj,p) . (5.20)
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In eqs. (5.17)-(5.20), FD is the drag force on the particle, uf is the fluid velocity,
up is the particle velocity, g is the acceleration due to gravity, ρp is the particle
density, ρf is the fluid density, F is the Saffman lift force due to shear, CD is the
drag coefficient for smooth and spherical particles, Rep is the particle Reynolds
number, dp is the particle diameter,K is a constant coefficient of Saffman’s lift force
(and is set to 2.594), ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity, and dij is the deformation
tensor.
Particles are released from each face of the sample inlet and the particle tracking
continues for each particle until they exit the channel. One-way steady coupling
was used between the discrete phase and the continuous phase (the discrete phase
was assumed to cause negligible disturbances on the dynamics of the continu-
ous phase). The particles used in the Lagrangian tracking are point particles; a
particle diameter and density are specified to solve the force balance equations,
but the particles do not occupy a physical space and hence they are allowed to
overlap. Particle-particle interactions (collisions, drafting) are not included in this
work. The particle time-step was controlled using a custom user-defined function
in FLUENT that allowed a maximum particle time step of 0.001 s. This was done
to maintain accuracy during the particle position integration, as well as providing
a sufficient number of concentration data points as inputs into the KK equations.
As each particle progresses through the domain, the local CPA concentration of
each particle is recorded at each time step.
5.3.3 Membrane Transport Modeling
After fluid flow and particle tracking simulations are complete, the transient local
CPA concentration data for each particle is imported into MATLAB (MathWorks,
Natick, MA). As previously discussed, membrane permeability to non-electrolytes
is modeled by the Kedem-Katchalsky equations, eqs. (5.1)-(5.5); in this work, these
equations are solved numerically using a 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme. While
our model captures water efflux out of the cell, the dilution of the local external
concentration around each cell is assumed to be negligible. The cellular density is
assumed to be constant; that is, removal of water and introduction of CPA does not
change the density used in eqs. (5.17) and (5.18). Table 5.1 shows the parameters
used in these equations.
We study the importance of the relative time for membrane mass transport and
transport of the cell from inlet to outlet. In this work, our models are tested over




Accurately capturing the fluid flow and mass transport in the microchannel are
critical in modeling the mass transport across the membrane. In figure 5.2, we
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TABLE 5.1. Model parameters for the Kedem-Katchalsky equations [9] and fluid dy-
namics equations.
Parameter Value (Units)
Initial cell diameter, d0p 1× 10
−5 (m)
Hydraulic conductivity, Lp 6.09× 10
−15 (m3 / N s)
Permeability, ω 1.08× 10−15 (kmol / N s)
Reflection coefficient, σ 0.8
Particle (cell) density, ρp 1030 (kg/m
3)
CPA density, ρCPA 1036 (kg/m
3)
CPA viscosity, µCPA 0.0404 (Pa s)
Water density, ρH2O 998 (kg/m
3)
Water viscosity, µH2O 0.001 (Pa s)
TABLE 5.2. The range of α’s tested.






(s) α = t0
τ
0.05 1 9998 112.3 0.112
0.1 1 499 112.3 0.2246
1 1 49.9 112.3 2.246
10 1 4.999 112.3 22.46
compare our results to an analytical expression and experimental data for the
velocity profile in a rectangular duct. This validation study uses the same geometry
and mesh as in the remainder of our studies, but with pure water entering each of
A.
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FIGURE 5.2. Comparing the velocity magnitudes of this fluid dynamics model with pure
water at all inlets to analytical and experimental data. A. A schematic of the geometry
and the cross-sections where velocity was evaluated. B. Scaled velocity magnitude as a
function of scaled y-position and scaled z-position for an analytical expression for fluid
flow in a rectangular duct, experimental results, and this model.
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the inlets. The analytical expression
ux = (1− |ξ|
m) (1− |ζ |n) , (5.21)
is an empirical approximation of the more rigorous solution for laminar flow in
a rectangular duct. Here, ξ and ζ are scaled distances in the y and z directions,
respectively, and m and n are empirically determined coefficients that depend on
the aspect ratio of the rectangular duct. We achieve excellent agreement with both
the analytical expression and the experimental results, indicating that our model
can capture the fluid flow accurately.
We perform mesh dependence studies to determine the effect of changing the
mesh resolution. These tests were performed at several inlet flow rates, with CPA
entering from the sheath inlets and water entering from the sample inlet. The nu-
merical methods are expected to exhibit a greater degree of mesh dependency at
higher Peclet numbers. The results in figure 5.3 show the effect of mesh resolution
at the highest Peclet number tested in this work. Both the velocity profile and con-
centration profiles in multiple directions show negligible differences. We find that
our fluid flow simulations are sufficiently resolved so as to be mesh independent.
A final validation of this approach was to test the implementation of the Kedem-
Katchalsky equations by comparing to results from the literature [9]. For one-
step CPA loading (shown in figure 5.4A), all cells are exposed to a normalized



























































































































FIGURE 5.3. Mesh dependence test of three meshes at the highest flow rate evaluated.
Coarse = 4788966 elements; Mid = 5745246 elements; Fine 6303966 elements. A. Velocity
magnitude cross-section at a distance of 0.125 cm downstream from the junction of the
inlets. B. Concentration cross-section at a distance of 0.125 cm downstream from the
junction of the inlets. C. Concentration cross-section at the outlet. D. Concentration
profile along the axial length of the channel.
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concentration of C/C0 = 1 for a normalized time of t/t0 = 6. For stepwise CPA
loading (shown in figure 5.4B), the scaled external CPA concentration is set at
C/C0 = 0.5 for a time of t/t0 = 2 and then raised to C/C0 = 1 for an additional
t/t0 = 4 (inset of figure 5.4A). Our results match well for both cases and we
can conclude that our model will successfully capture the dynamics of membrane
transport.
5.4.2 Varying Fluid Flow and Mass Transport Propeties
With a water-based buffer solution entering the sample inlet and 1.5 mol/L propane-
diol entering the side inlets, the viscosity ratio is close to 40:1. As the two miscible
streams begin to mix, the viscosity of the mixture changes as illustrated in fig-
ure 5.5A. Since diffusion is hindered by the more viscous liquid, as the fluids mix,
the diffusivity of the mixture also changes (5.5B). These complex, local changes in
fluid properties are determined by the flow field itself and are accounted for in the
simulation using mixing rules, based on local concentrations.
In figure 5.5, the viscosity and the diffusivity approach their respective well-
mixed values by the end of the channel. Since viscosity (and by eq. (5.16), diffusivity
as well) are functions of the local propanediol concentration, this indicates that
at 10 µL/min the solution has reached a nearly homogeneous state in the middle
75% of the channel. These plots are for the highest inlet flow rates tested in this
work; lower inlet flow rates become uniformly mixed closer to the inlet.






































































































FIGURE 5.4. Comparison of our implementation of the KK equations to Song [9] for
both one-step loading (cells exposed to C/C0 = 1 for a time of t/t0 = 6) and stepwise
loading (cells exposed to C/C0 = 0.5 for a time of t/t0 = 2, and then to C/C0 = 1
for an additional t/t0 = 4). A. Normalized intracellular water volume as a function of
normalized time. The inset describes the transient external CPA concentration to which
the cells were exposed. B. Normalized intracellular CPA concentration as a function of
normalized time.
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FIGURE 5.5. Varying fluid viscosity as a function of axial position in the microchannel.
Data are taken along three parallel lines spanning the length of the channel from the
junction of the inlets to the outlet. In the transverse direction, these lines corre- spond
to one-half, one-quarter, and one-eighth of the channel width.
5.4.3 Dynamic Particle Data
When the cells encounter an osmotic gradient, intracellular water exits the cell.
If the external solute causing the osmotic gradient is permeable, it will enter the
cell. The increase in intracelluar solute, coupled with the decrease in intracellular
solvent both increase the internal CPA concentration. This behavior is shown in
figure 5.6.












































FIGURE 5.6. The transient behavior of a single cell at α = 0.224. Water exits the cell
while CPA enters. The solid red line represents intracellular water volume; the dashed
line represents intracellular moles of CPA.
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One key advantage of numerical modeling over experimental data is the ability
to simultaneously probe the dynamic behavior of every cell as they move through-
out the microchannel. Since experimental work has shown that this loading is
within the osmotic tolerance of the cells [9], in this work, we focus particularly on
the distribution of internal concentration rather than cell volume. The response
of cell volume to anisosmotic conditions has been extensively studied and verified
using experimental approaches [34]. Since internal CPA concentrations are obvi-
ously more difficult to measure directly, the modeling approach can yield insight.
Figure 5.7 shows the same cell’s intracellular and extracellular concentration as a
function of its time throughout the device for different α values. The target loading
of this cell was 1 mol/L, which is met at different residence times throughout the
mixer depending on the inlet flow rate. In figure 5.7, lower α values have larger
residence times (the x-axis). This affords the membrane transport process enough
time to complete, as seen at α’s of 0.18 and 0.224 (figures 5.7A and B). For this
particular cell of the population, figure 5.7B shows the transport process takes
approximately the full residence time to complete (α = 0.224). As the flow rate
increases, corresponding to an increase in α, the residence time decreases. This cell
only loads to 20% of its target concentration for α = 0.898. At α = 6.742, the
internal CPA concentration is negligible for this cell at the channel outlet.
Figure 5.7 also shows how changing α can change how a flow system is mod-
eled. For the lower values of α, mixing by molecular diffusion occurs in such a
relatively short length down the channel that the cell experiences a constant exter-
nal concentration for almost its entire residence time. Only in this limit, modeling
the membrane transport process as a batch system held at a constant external
concentration would be valid.
5.4.4 Cell Population Results
The dynamic data were analyzed for each individual cell released from the inlet.
While this information is useful for understanding each cells’ experience as they
pass through the microchannel, histograms provide information on the population
of cells once they exit. Figure 5.8A shows the cellular residence time distribution at
each flow rate: ◦, △, and▽ represent the mean, maximum, and minimum residence
time, respectively. Panels B-E in figure 5.8 show the histograms associated with
selected flow rates. Slower flow rates have larger residence times and the deviation
from the mean increases as flow rate decreases; at higher flow rates, particles exit
the channel closer in magnitude to the mean.
Figure 5.9A shows the distribution of the cells’ internal concentration when they
reach the channel outlet for each flow rate; panels B-E show the histograms asso-
ciated with selected flow rates. Again, the ◦ indicates the mean internal concen-
tration, △ represents the maximum internal concentration, and the ▽ shows the
minimum internal concentration. Figure 5.9 clearly shows three regimes: complete
loading, incomplete loading, and negligible loading. These correspond to α < 0.225;






























































FIGURE 5.7. Transient concentration profiles for one representative particle out of the
250 particles tracked. The solid line shows the extracellular CPA concentration; the
dashed line shows the intracellular CPA concentration. Each plot displays a different
value of α, showing how this parameter changes the final CPA loading. As α increases,
the loading moves further from completion. The α values correspond to flow rates of: A.
0.08 µL/min, B. 0.1 µL/min, C. 0.2 µL/min, D. 0.4 µL/min, and E. 3 µL/min.
time for membrane transport) is much less than τ (the cell’s residence time), the
cell exits the channel before CPA loading can begin. If α is smaller than t0, the
CPA has enough time to make it across the cell membrane. When these two times
are comparable, the cell will not complete loading.
The larger internal concentration distributions also occur in this incomplete
loading regime. At higher α values, there is a small deviation in cell residence
times and all cells have a residence time sufficiently small for negligible loading.
With small α, figure 5.8 shows that there are large distributions in residence time.
However, even the smallest residence time (within the complete loading regime) is
still large enough for the membrane transport process to complete. When these two
processes are on the same order, in this incomplete loading regime, there will be
a larger distribution of internal CPA concentration across the population of cells.
In our study, we found the largest internal concentration distribution to occur at
a flow rate of 0.2 µL/min (α = 0.449).
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FIGURE 5.8. A. The cellular residence time distributions over the entire cell population
for each flow rate simulated. The ◦ indicates the mean residence time, while the △ rep-
resents the maximum residence time, and the ▽ shows the minimum residence time. B.
A histogram of the cellular residence times at 0.2 µL/min (α = 0.449). C-E. Histograms
of cellular residence times at 0.1 µL/min (α = 0.224), 0.3 µL/min (α = 0.674), and 0.5
µL/min (α = 1.123), respectively.
5.5 Conclusions
Cryoprotectant loading and unloading are necessary steps in the cryopreservation
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FIGURE 5.9. A. The internal concentration distributions over the entire cell popula-
tion for each flow rate simulated. The ◦ indiccates the mean internal concentration,
while the △ represents the maximum internal concentration, and the ▽ shows the mini-
mum internal concentration. B. A histogram of the internal concentration at 0.2 µL/min
(α = 0.449). C-E. Histograms of internal concentrations at 0.1 µL/min (α = 0.224), 0.3
µL/min (α = 0.674), and 0.5 µL/min (α = 1.123), respectively.
ice formation, which is lethal to cells during freezing. Historically, this loading has
been a batch process where the external cryoprotectant concentration remained
constant. Microfluidics has recently been shown to provide gradual loading which
is thought to minimize osmotic shock and increase post-freeze viability [9, 18]. In
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this work, we have numerically investigated the effect of laminar shear flow on
the distribution of cryoprotectant loading across a population of cells in a micro-
channel. The parabolic velocity profile ensures a distribution of cellular residence
times in the channel. Since each cell has a different residence time and path through
the channel, the transient external environment varies across the population of
cells. This results in a distribution of internal CPA concentration.
The fluid and transport properties have been resolved to reflect the disparity
between the two miscible liquids, specifically their viscosities. In our simulations,
viscosity and density for the mixture are weighted by the local concentration of
propanediol. More viscous liquids should provide greater resistance to diffusion,
which was accounted for by a modified Wilke-Chang equation in our model. We
have used Lagrangian tracking with inert spherical particles to represent idealized
cells. The Kedem-Ketchalsky equations were then solved with the time-varying
external concentration for each cell.
Appropriate time scales for both convection through the microchannel and trans-
port across the cell membrane were chosen. The ratio of the two provides in-
sight into which process is dominant, and when the two are comparable. When
α < 0.225, cells are carried through the microchannel slow enough that cryopro-
tectant transport has time to complete in all cells. For large values of α, trans-
membrane transport is slower than convection and CPA loading is incomplete. In-
complete loading and distributions of intracellular CPA concentration occur when
0.225 < α < 1.
While lower flow rates (α < 0.225) provide complete CPA loading, their loading
profiles begin to approach that of a batch process with a constant concentration
for the majority of the cell’s residence time. At low enough flow rates, molecular
diffusion completely mixes the two fluids a short distance down the channel. As α
increases, the transient external concentration of a batch process and the microflu-
idic process grow increasingly different. This has significant ramifications on cell
viability. Song et al. [9] showed that microfluidic loading resulted in higher cell sur-
vival rates than both one-step and stepwise CPA loading (both batch processes).
They argued that the water flux and CPA flux profiles were less pronounced, and
this resulted in a smaller degree of osmotic shock. Combining this with our results,
we can see that to experience these benefits of progressive loading (smaller fluxes
resulting in improved viability), operating at the lower values of a are ill-suited
because the dynamics of loading for each individual cell more closely resembles a
batch system. In addition, modeling in the low a range can be simplified: cells can
be modeled with a constant external concentration, but with each cell having a
unique residence time. The particle tracking is still necessary, but the additional
computational effort required for the dynamic external CPA concentration can be
removed.
Our model has several distinct advantages over previous modeling efforts of
CPA loading in a microchannel. Other simulations do not include discrete particles
(cells); they either account for the varying concentration by following a streamline,
or they lump the cells together and add a source/sink term to the species continuity
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equation. While the former can then use a transient concentration as input, cells
in a shear flow will migrate across streamlines in long enough channels. This will
result in an inaccurate transient concentration profile, as well as an inaccurate
residence time (as cells migrate further from the center of the channel, they will
have a slower velocity). The latter is capable of simulating the removal of CPA
from the microchannel fluid to the cells (for CPA loading), or addition of CPA
to the microchannel fluid by the cells (in the case of CPA unloading). However,
this is captured by a bulk source/sink term to the species continuity equation and
since no cells are included in this modeling, the dynamics inside each cell are not
observed. Modeling discrete cells using Lagrangian particle tracking could be of
use in device design as well, where cell separation and recovery is dependent on
channel geometry and operating conditions [30, 31, 32, 35].
The simulations presented herein also include the effect of a parabolic velocity
profile in three dimensions that the cells are initially evenly distributed across.
Ramifications of this inclusion are two-fold: (1) all cells do not have the same resi-
dence time, and (2) all cells do not experience the same external CPA concentration
throughout their residence time. This directly affects the dynamics of CPA load-
ing for each cell of the population. Finally, previous modeling efforts have treated
fluid properties as constants despite most common CPAs being much more viscous
than water. Our model captures the spatially varying density, viscosity, and CPA
diffusivity. Unlike other modeling work in the literature, this has the potential to
model the more complex interactions of multiple CPAs inside a microchannel, as
in CPA cocktails.
Other pioneering work has been done to show the potential of microfluidics in
the field of cryopreservation; this current work has shown that special care must
be taken in choosing operating conditions [9, 10, 18, 28]. We have shown that an
analysis on a population of cells is possible and modeling can be done to avoid
intracellular CPA distributions and incomplete loading, which could lead to large
variability in cell freezing behavior and thus survival. Given that osmotic toler-
ances and CPA toxicity levels are known for many cell types, our model provides
a method for a further understanding of cell viability during CPA loading and
unloading. In our model we calculate cell volume, internal concentration, and res-
idence time of every cell as it moves throughout the microchannel. Since lethal
osmotic shock can be quantified by monitoring cell volume, and since CPA tox-
icity is a function of the CPA concentration and the exposure time, our model
provides a framework for comparing the relative magnitudes of each cause of cell
death during CPA loading. In the future we intend to apply our model to other
microsystems with spatially varying concentration fields where cell outcomes are
dictated by membrane transport.
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Chapter 6: CPA Cocktails-on-a-Chip, Part I:
Interacting Miscible Viscous Fluids
6.1 Project Summary
The laminar flow in microfluidic devices has shown promise as an effective delivery
mechanism for cryoprotective agents to biological cells. For this method to gain
more prevalence, its potential for use with more realistic and more complicated
mixtures of cryoprotectants requires further exploration. In this work, we investi-
gate the transport phenomena associated with a cryoprotectant cocktail consisting
of 1.5 M 1,2-propanediol, 1.5 M dimethyl sulfoxide, and pure water. The viscous
and miscible liquids are driven through a 25-cm long microchannel by a pressure
gradient with inlet flow rate as the operating parameter. Our model resolves the
spatially varying viscosity field, velocity field, and the concentrations of the three
chemical species. With equal flow rates at each inlet, viscous sheets that span the
vertical direction are formed. Depending on which cryoprotectant is introduced at
the upstream inlets, the viscous sheets can move towards the center of the channel
and be surrounding by less the less viscous mixture. This causes a unique velocity
profile with three maxima in the transverse direction. As the inlet flow rates are de-
creased, the miscible liquids are afforded more time for molecular diffusion. Further
decreasing the flow rate leads to a well-mixed viscous mixture of the three chem-
ical species. The features of this cryoprotectant loading configuration are unique
and, with additional optimization, could lead to improved cell survival rates during
cryopreservation.
6.2 Introduction
In order to enable long-term storage and off-the-shelf availability of cell and tis-
sue samples, their effective cryopreservation is of fundamental importance [1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6]. To ensure post-thaw quality and viability, samples must be prepared for
freezing so as to minimize intracellular water to avoid damaging intracellular ice
formation [7]. This is achieved by exposing the sample to a cryoprotective agent
(CPA) prior to freezing, which creates an osmotic pressure gradient forcing intra-
cellular water out of the cell in exchange for a CPA. Though CPAs reduce the
risk of intracellular ice formation, the osmotic gradient that causes CPA loading
into the cell can induce harmful osmotic shock, and the chemical species com-
monly used are toxic to the cell, especially in the high concentrations associated
with non-equilibrium freezing processes. To address the issue of cytotoxicity due
to high CPA concentrations, the use of two or more cryoprotectants at reduced
concentrations in a sample treatment (a “cryoprotectant cocktail”) has proven ef-
fective [8]. These “cocktail” treatments can be either a one-step batch system, or
a multiple-step (serial) treatment. Though the cocktail approach improves upon
a single-CPA system, optimization of a cocktail system can yield even greater
post-thaw viability [9].
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To mitigate the damaging effects of osmotic shock during CPA loading, re-
searchers have recently turned to microfluidic devices [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
Gradual introduction of the CPAs to cells can be acheived through the highly
reproducible laminar flow at low Reynolds (Re = ρuL
µ
) numbers. This restricts the
water efflux and cryoprotectant influx to healthy levels. Our previous work [15] has
shown that as a result of the parabolic velocity profile, during this process (under
fairly common operating conditions), there is a distribution of intracellular CPA
concentration across a population of cells.
Single CPA loading has been demonstrated in microchannels, but it has yet to be
seen if microdevices are a feasible delivery mechanism for CPA cocktails consisting
of multiple liquid streams of varying viscosity. While multiphase flows have been
widely investigated and applied in microfluidics [16], the fluid dynamics of multiple
miscible, viscous liquids in a microchannel only recently has received attention. In
a recent review it was suggested that, a numerical investigation solving the coupled
equations of motion and species transport that capture a spatially evolving viscos-
ity, velocity, and concentration field is an important still pending challenge [17].
Extensive experimental work by Cubaud and Mason on viscous instabilities in a
microchannel has been particularly innovative [18, 17, 19]. While the literature is
rich with studies on instabilities due to the density difference of two fluids, vis-
cous forces are typically thought of as always stabilizing, which is identified as a
common misconception [20]. These reports have shown that there indeed can be
instability in miscible viscous flows; irregular channel geometry [17], large viscosity
ratios, high Schmidt numbers, and increasing Reynolds numbers [20] are all po-
tential causes of these unstable flows. While in certain cases these instabilities can
be useful by promoting mixing between the two fluids [17], a well-known difficulty
in microchannels due to the laminar flow [21], the opposite is desirable in CPA
loading. Any instability that would rapidly mix the cryoprotectants would negate
the advantages of microfluidic cryoprotectant loading by rapidly exposing cells to
harmful osmotic conditions.
In this study, we simulate the fluid dynamics and chemical species transport
of a cryoprotectant cocktail solution within the microchannel shown in figure 6.1.
The geometry is 200-µm wide and 50-µm deep. The inlets are 200-µm long, which
is long enough for the flow to be fully developed before the junction of inlets.
Serial loading, the microfluidic equivalent to stepwise batch loading, could provide
maximum control over osmotic and cytotoxic factors. In the serial loading system,
there is a second set of sheath inlets 12.5 cm downstream from the first pair. This
configuration has one CPA introduced with the sample at the head of the channel
and the second CPA introduced at the second T-junction downstream.
The cocktail in this study, DP6, is a mixture of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and
1,2-propanediol (PD). The pure components have a viscosity ratio of approximately
40:2:1 (PD:DMSO:H2O); however, pure CPAs are rarely employed due to cytotoxic
effects (they are often diluted with up to 90% water by mass). This work lays the
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FIGURE 6.1. Schematic of the 3-Inlet T-Channel loading configuration. The total length
of the channel is 25 cm. Linescan locations are for plots in figures 6.5 and 6.7.
6.3 Methods
6.3.1 Fluid Flow Modeling
Previously, methods used for simulating single CPA loading inside of a microchan-
nel have been established [15]. The fluid dynamics package FLUENT v13.0 (AN-
SYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA) was used to solve the steady-state conservation of
mass (eq. (6.1)), conservation of momentum (eqs. (6.2)-(6.3)), and species conti-
nuity equations (eqs. (6.4)-(6.5)).
∇ · (ρu) = 0 (6.1)


















In eqs. (6.1)-(6.5): u is the fluid velocity, P is the fluid pressure, ρ is the local
density of the mixture, µ is the local viscosity of the mixture, Dij is the binary
diffusivity of component i in component j, and Xj is the mass fraction of compo-
nent j. Parameters used in the simulations can be found in Table 6.1. Boundary
conditions for the simulations were as follows: no-slip velocity at the channel walls;
a zero-pressure outlet; constant normal inlet velocity (varied for each flow rate);
and constant concentration of PD and DMSO depending on the configuration.
Cryoprotectants have a great disparity in terms of fluid properties, therefore
density and viscosity are not treated as constants. Instead, they are a function of
the density and viscosity of the individual chemical species, and the local mass
fraction of each species. Specifically: local density is calculated using a volume
fraction weighted mixing rule; local viscosity is calculated using a mass fraction
weighted mixing rule. The local diffusivity of the chemical species should decrease
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µDMSO,pure 0.001996 Pa · s
µPD,pure 0.0404 Pa · s










as the mixture becomes more viscous; this is accounted for by using the full multi-
component species transport model in FLUENT. A full description of the imple-
mentation, which utilizes the Maxwell-Stefan equations, of this model can be found
elsewhere [22]. Briefly, a binary diffusivity for each pair of chemical species is spec-
ified (one for PD/DMSO, PD/H2O, and DMSO/H2O). In this study, the following
empirical equation was used to calculate binary diffusivities of the chemicals [23]:













In eq. (6.6): D12 is the local mass diffusivity, M1 is the molecular weight of the
solvent, T is the absolute temperature, V1 is the molal volume of solvent, V2 is the
molal volume of solute, and µmix is the local viscosity of the mixture. The local
diffusive flux of each component is then calculated for each computational element
based on the binary diffusivities and the local species mass-fractions.
6.4 Results and Discussion
6.4.1 Model Validation
In previous work, we have extensively tested our numerical model [15]. We have
validated our simulations’ velocity profile against experimental data and an ana-
lytical solution for a rectangular channel. Furthermore, we have shown that our
results were sufficiently resolved such that they were mesh-independent. These
previous validations offer assurance of the accuracy of our model with regard to a
single CPA.
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Here, we compare our results to previous work [18] on viscous threads in mi-
crochannels. Two miscible silicone oils with viscosities of 6 cP and 500 cP are
used in a microchannel with two sets of focusing inlets (figure 6.2). The less vis-
cous liquid flows in through a central inlet with the more viscous liquid entering
through the upstream pair of sheath inlets. The less viscous fluid also enters the
downstream pair of sheath inlets at a higher flow rate than the more viscous fluid
at the upstream inlets. As a result of the large difference in inlet flow rates and
fluid viscosities, the less viscous fluid surrounds the more viscous fluid and form-
ing a thread of the high viscosity fluid. Thread size and position can be tuned by
changing flow rates of the various inlets. The comparison of thread position as a
function of inlet flow rate ratio for our simulation results and their analytical and
experimental results are shown in figure 6.2.
As the ratio of upstream central inlet flow rate to downstream sheath flow rate
increases, the viscous threads move further away from each other and closer to
the channel sidewalls. Our results show good agreement with previous analytical
and experimental results over a wide range of flow rate ratios. In this validation,
the ratio of flow rates and the ratio of viscosities are higher than used in our
study. This lends credence to our simulations’ ability to accurately capture the
interactions between miscible liquids over a wide range of viscosities.
6.4.2 Comparison Between Viscous Threads and Sheets
An important difference between the simulations for validation and that of our
current work is the formation of threads rather than sheets. When the upstream
sheath inlet flowrates are sufficiently smaller than the remaining inlets, the more
viscous fluid that enters in the upstream central and downstream sheath inlets
























FIGURE 6.2. Comparison of our simulations’ ability to capture viscous thread forma-
tion. A. The microchannel schematic with an iso-contour of constant viscosity. B. The
comparison of published experimental and analytical thread separation values [18] and
our current work. In both: dx is thread separation, h is channel width, Q1 is the central
inlet flow rate, Q2 is the upstream sheath inlet flow rate, and Q3 is the downstream side
inlet flow rate.
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surrounds the less viscous fluid. In figure 6.2A, these threads are seen after the
downstream inlets. This is in contrast to the current work where the flow rates at
all inlets are equal.
Figure 6.3 shows cross-sections in the YZ-direction of the current geometry
(shown in figure 6.1) with all inlet flow rates at 10 µL/min. When PD enters
through the upstream sheath inlets, the high viscosity regions are initially near-
est to the walls. After DMSO enters through the downstream inlets, the viscous
FIGURE 6.3. Contour plots in the YZ-direction of viscosity, velocity magnitude, and
strain rate at the junction of the upstream inlets (TOP), the junction of the downstream
inlets (MIDDLE), and just prior to the outlet (BOTTOM) of the microchannel.
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PD-rich zones are moved towards the center of the channel; this creates the afore-
mentioned viscous sheets that span the entire depth of the channel. Due to these
viscous sheets, there are now three peaks in velocity and an intricate spatial dis-
tribution of strain rate.
In the alternate case of DMSO entering through the upstream inlets, the viscosity
discrepancy in the upstream half of the microchannel is not as significant. This
creates a more familiar velocity profile with a single maximum value. However,
it should be noted that because there is a viscosity difference between the 1.5 M
DMSO in the center of the channel and the less viscous water near the walls, the
parabola-like velocity profile has a broader shape than that of a single fluid. This
flatter velocity profile results in a larger area of low strain rate, a potential haven
for flowing cells and particles. After the introduction of PD at the downstream
inlets, there are high viscosity regions near the walls of the channel. The velocity
profile has a single peak at the center of the channel that corresponds spatially
with a single minimum in strain rate.
While the remainder of the analysis focuses on the XY plane, it is important to
highlight the three-dimensional variations shown in figure 6.3. The viscous sheets
that span the entire height of the channel and the resulting velocity and strain
rate profiles should have interesting consequences on particle migration, residence
time, and ultimately cryoprotectant loading.
6.4.3 Upstream PD - Downstream DMSO
In this configuration, 1.5 M propanediol (the more viscous fluid) enters through the
upstream sheath inlets while 1.5 M dimethyl sulfoxide enters through the down-
stream sheath inlets; water and cells enter through the upstream center inlet (illus-
trated in figure 6.2). From a cryopreservation standpoint, this is the microfluidic
equivalent of a two-step process where the more permeable CPA is introduced first
and the less permeable CPA is introduced second.
Contour plots are used in figure 6.4 to visualize CPA concentrations, viscosity,
and velocity magnitude at the highest flow rate tested (10 µL/min) for all CPA
inlets. Linescans of these same variables (at the locations drawn in figure 6.1) are
shown in figure 6.5 for inlet flow rates of 0.1 µL/min, 1 µL/min, and 10 µL/min.
At the inlets, the effect of the viscosity of each stream is felt immediately (fig-
ure 6.4). The water stream is focused into a narrow region because of the high
viscosity of the PD, which presses far into the junction of the upstream inlets. In
contrast, at the downstream inlet junction, the more viscous PD is not immedi-
ately focused. In fact at 10 µL/min, it invades nearly 75 microns into the DMSO
inlet channels. The PD concentration linescan (figure 6.5A) shows that immedi-
ately after the junction of the upstream inlets, the water is focused to a narrow
region in the center of the channel and surrounded by PD; varying the flow rate
shows only minimal variation with the water stream broadened slightly by diffusion
at 10 µL/min. Viscosity qualitatively matches the concentration of PD (the more
viscous fluid) at linescan 1 (figure 6.5I). Just past the junction of the upstream
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FIGURE 6.4. Contour plots of upstream PD and downstream DMSO for various fluid
flow parameters across the surface of the Z-midplane for the entire domain of the channel.
All inlet flow rates are 10 µL/min.
inlets, the velocity magnitude profile (figure 6.5M) is different than the familiar
parabolic velocity profile in single fluid laminar flow. There is an increase in ve-
locity magnitude near the center of the channel, which becomes more prominent
as inlet flow rate increases; this increase in velocity magnitude corresponds to the
lower viscosity region. The velocity profile qualitatively matches the description of
core-annular flow [17, 20].
One-hundred microns upstream from the downstream CPA inlets (linescan 2 in
figure 6.5), the results are similar to those just past the junction of the upstream
inlets except for flow rate dependent diffusive effects that tend to blend the vari-
ables of interest. At 1 µL/min the PD and water have begun to interdiffuse as seen
by broadening of the interface figure 6.5, and are perfectly mixed at a 0.1 µL/min
(figure 6.5B). As inlet flow rates decreases and the fluids approach homogeneity,
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FIGURE 6.5. Linescans for upstream PD and downstream DMSO for various fluid flow
parameters across channel width at four different regions of interest along the length of
channel.
After the introduction of DMSO from the downstream inlets, the fluid dynam-
ics become more intricate. The DMSO occupies the areas closest to the channel
walls and forces the PD/water mixture further into the middle (figure 6.4). At 0.1
µL/min, the PD/water mixture is homogenous which results in a single stream
being focused to the middle of the channel (figure 6.5C) Higher flow rates of 1 and
10 µL/min result in planar sheets of PD and water (figures 6.4 and 6.5C) that are
83 µm apart (measuring between the peak PD concentration) at 10 µL/min and
103 µm apart at 1 µL/min. The thickness of these PD-rich sheets (measuring at
an iso-value of 1 M) is 41 µm and 29 µm at 10 µL/min and 1 µL/min, respectively.
Between the two sheets of high PD concentration, there is a local minimum of PD
concentration of 0.04 M and 0.64 M at 10 µL/min and 1 µL/min, respectively.
This results in two regions of high viscosity that can be seen in figure 6.5K. The
viscosity profile leads to three local maxima in the velocity profile: one in the center
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of the channel between the two viscous threads, and between each viscous thread
and its closest wall.
At high flow rates, the outlet of the microchannel is very similar to the region
just downstream of the downstream inlets (figure 6.4). At lower flow rates, diffusion
blends the interfaces of the different miscible fluids. Decreasing the flow rate to
0.1 µL/min, the three miscible fluids are completely uniform resulting in a single
viscosity (figure 6.5L).
6.4.4 Upstream DMSO - Downstream PD
Next, we investigate the inverse of the previous configuration: 1.5 M DMSO en-
tering through the upstream sheath inlets and 1.5 M PD entering through the
downstream sheath inlets. Again, water and cells enter through the upstream cen-
ter inlet (illustrated in figure 6.6). With the less viscous CPA at the upstream
inlets, there are several key differences between this configuration and that with
the more viscous CPA at the upstream inlets. As previously mentioned, the dis-
parity in viscosities between 1.5M DMSO and water are not as large as that of 1.5
M PD and water (figure 6.5I compared with figure 6.7I). This results in a more
parabolic velocity magnitude profile in the former (figure 6.7M) that is closer to
that of a single fluid in a microchannel.
The inlet junctions in this case result in a more triangular concentration interface
(figure 6.6). After the introduction of PD, the more viscous fluid, at the downstream
inlets, the results in linescan 3 of figure 6.7 are similar to those in linescan 1 of
figure 6.5. The main difference is that the less viscous DMSO offers less “resistance”
to the more viscous PD allowing the PD to push the DMSO and water closer to
the center of the channel (figure 6.4 compared with figure 6.6). While the regions
of high viscosity are near the channel walls in this case rather than more towards
the center of the channel, there are sheets of high DMSO concentration in the
center of the channel. At linescan 3 in figure 6.7, the distance between the two
peaks of DMSO concentration is 39 µm and 37 µm for 10 µL/min and 1 µL/min,
respectively. Identifying a constant concentration of 1 M, the DMSO sheet has a
width of 17 microns at 10 µL/min; at 1 µL/min, the DMSO concentration has a
maximum at approximately 1 M. Still at linescan 3 in figure 6.7, in between the
two sheets of DMSO the concentration of DMSO falls due to the water introduced
from the center upstream inlet. At 10 µL/min, the DMSO concentration reaches a
minimum of 0.22 M; at 1 µL/min, the DMSO concentration reaches a minimum of
0.68 M. This is the expected behavior as the miscible liquids should become more
homogeonous at lower flow rates. Decreasing the flow rate to 0.1 µL/min, there is
no longer a local minimum of DMSO concentration in the center of the channel
the two DMSO sheets have now merged to become a single 1 M sheet of DMSO.
The two DMSO sheets seen after the introduction of the PD are thinner than the
PD sheets in the previous case; they are also closer together.
Further downstream at linescan 4, the miscible liquids have more time to mix
with one another. At 10 µL/min, the distance between peaks of DMSO concen-
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FIGURE 6.6. Contour plots of upstream DMSO and downstream PD for various fluid
flow parameters across the surface of the z-midplane for the entire domain of the channel.
All inlet flow rates are at 10 µL/min.
tration has broadened to 46 µm while the minimum concentration of DMSO in
between the two sheets of DMSO has increased to 0.47 M. Decreasing the flow
rate to 1 µL/min, there is only 1 sheet of 0.93 M DMSO. Comparing DMSO con-
centration at 1 µL/min at the location just after the downstream inlets (figure 6.7G
and figure 6.7H) to that of the outlet, two sheets of DMSO with maximum concen-
trations of 1 M have become a single sheet of DMSO with a uniform concentration
of less than 1 M; this indicates that the DMSO concentration will decrease not
only as it mixes with the water, but also as it mixes with the PD.
6.5 Conclusions
Microfluidics have been shown to be an attractive platform for cryoprotectant
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FIGURE 6.7. Linescans for upstream DMSO and downstream PD for various transport
variables across the channel width at four different regions of interest along the length
of channel.
of CPA to biological cells. However, many cryopreservation protocols call for the use
of multiple cryoprotectants. The fluid dynamics of a microfluidic chip with multiple
miscible fluids, all of varying fluid properties, introduce rich phenomena that must
be understood before cells enter the chip. In order to understand these phenomena
and conditions within the system, this work investigated the interaction of three
miscible fluids (DMSO, PD, and water) introduced to a microfluidic device in two
different configurations.
We have performed an in-depth parametric study of the strongly coupled veloc-
ity profiles, chemical species distributions, and viscosity distributions during CPA
cocktail loading in a microchannel. In the case of the more viscous fluid entering
through the upstream sheath inlets, moderate and high flow rates generate viscous
sheets and the velocity profile has three local maxima. When the more viscous
fluid enters through the downstream sheath inlets, regions of high viscosity exist
near the walls and the velocity magnitude is that of core-annular flow. Both of
these configurations have the potential for interesting consequences with regard to
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a particulate phase or biological cells. In a uniform fluid, particles (including cells)
will migrate to an equilibrium distance away from the channel walls; however in
this instance, the higher viscosity regions will provide resistance to outward lateral
migration. Our previous work on cryoprotectant loading in a microchannel showed
that, at certain flow rates, laminar flow with a single viscous fluid and water can
cause a distribution in cellular residence times that would be undesirable. The
flow patterns with pronounced core-annular flow and multiple maxima in velocity
found in this work could both exascerbate the residence time and intracellular CPA
concentration distributions. However, if cells can access the CPA-rich regions that
exist only at higher flow rates where molecular diffusion can not mix the fluids,
there would be the potential for cryoprotectant loading beyond the perfectly mixed
concentration.
The prospect of structuring miscible cryoprotectants with laminar flow is at-
tractive for CPA loading purposes, and herein we have illustrated two possible
configurations to accomplish this. However, even with this seemingly simple setup,
five inlets and three chemical species provide an array of permutations that could
result in more complex phenomena. Varying CPA concentration, unequal inlet flow
rates, or the addition of another miscible cryoprotectant are all potential modifi-
cations to be studied.
This current work serves a dual purpose. First, it should illustrate that numerical
investigations can offer insight into the rich phenomena of miscible viscous fluid
flows. While the viscosities in this study are smaller than those investigated in
previous experimental work, we have set a framework that can be used in future
studies. Second, this report provides the necessary physical understanding to begin
investigating applications of miscible viscous fluids in a microchannel. To this end,
Chapter 7 will investigate how the spatial distribution of the two CPAs influences
cryoprotectant loading dynamics across a population of cells introduced to the
microdevice.
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Chapter 7: CPA Cocktails-on-a-Chip, Part II:
The Cellular Experience
7.1 Project Summary
We present a numerical investigation of the simultaneous loading of a cocktail of
propanediol and dimethyl sulfoxide into human sperm cells inside of a microchan-
nel. The microchannel simulated has one central upstream inlet for cells, two up-
stream sheath inlets with one of the cryoprotective agents, and two downstream
sheath inlets with the other cryoprotective agent. Of primary interest is how the
complicated viscosity and velocity profiles caused by the viscous and miscible flu-
ids affects the cells, both in terms of strain rate and cryoprotective agent mass
transport. Despite the characteristic time scale of the trans-membrane mass trans-
port being small, at certain flow rates, the high Peclet number flow inside of the
microchannel limits the extracellular cryoprotectant concentration available to the
cells. At low flow rates, the intracellular concentrations of both components will
reach those of the perfectly mixed values. Increasing to moderate flow rates (near
1 µL/min), the intracellular concentration of the upstream cryoprotective agent
will exceed the perfectly mixed value, “super-loading”, while there is still appre-
ciable loading of the downstream cryoprotectant. Increasing the flow rate towards
10 µL/min, a large distribution of the upstream cryoprotectant is seen across the
cells while minimal downstream cryoprotectant enters the cells. The utility of such
a model to aid in the optimization of cryopreservation protocols for a range of cells
and cryoprotective cocktails is discussed.
7.2 Introduction
The cryopreservation of cells and tissues is instrumental for a variety of disciplines
and industries as it provides critical to long-term storage and off-the-shelf availabil-
ity of biological samples [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Typical cryopreservation protocols aim
to remove intracellular water to avoid damaging intracellular ice formation (IIF)
by exposing the sample to a cryoprotective agent (CPA), thus creating an osmotic
pressure gradient [8]. Cryoprotectants can be either permeable, which replace the
water inside the cell, or impermeable, which simply dehydrate the cell [8]. While
CPAs are useful in preventing cell damage due to IIF, the dehydration process
can induce harmful osmotic shock [1, 9], and the CPAs themselves have significant
cytotoxic effects [8]. In the use of CPAs for cryopreservation, there is a tradeoff
between the necessary prevention of IIF and the detrimental effects of the asso-
ciated osmotic shock and cytotoxicity. Both experimental studies and numerical
modeling efforts seek to develop effective protocols for the loading of CPAs into
biological samples to improve viability by optimizing this trade-off.
Experimentally, the balance in this trade-off has been sought by utilizing two
or more cryoprotectants in sample treatment (a “cryoprotectant cocktail”). When
using a cocktail system, the tandem use of a permeating and non-permeating CPA
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has been shown to require lower concentrations of both species than would be
required if each worked alone to achieve the desired effect [10, 11]. The risk of
adverse cytotoxic effects for a given species can thus be reduced in a cocktail
system by decreasing the concentration of a CPA. Though a CPA cocktail can
provide advantages over a singular CPA system, there are still further benefits
to be gained by optimizing the cocktail system. The chemical species present in
a cocktail, the concentrations of the chemicals present, the exposure time of a
biological sample to a cocktail or cryoprotectant, and the order in which these
chemicals are introduced to the sample are all operating parameters that provide
control in the removal of intracellular water while minimizing osmotic shock.
Microfluidics have previously shown promise in minimizing osmotic shock dur-
ing cryoprotectant loading [9], and there has been a resulting surge in studies of
single CPAs in microchannels [12, 13, 14, 15]. The stable, laminar flow at low
Reynolds (Re = ρUL/µ) numbers allows for gradual introduction of cells to cry-
oprotectants, thus keeping the water flux and cryoprotectant flux below lethal
levels which results in greater cell survival rates during loading and subsequent
cryopreservation [9]. Our previous work [15] has shown that during cryoprotectant
loading in a microchannel (under fairly common operating conditions), as a re-
sult of the parabolic velocity profile, there is a distribution of intracellular CPA
concentration across a population of cells.
As stated previously, the cocktail system approach, though an improvement upon
a single cryoprotectant treatment, leaves much room for further improvement by
fine-tuning the relevant parameters. Introducing a microfluidic protocol in this
process would enable fine-tuned control of these parameters in the CPA loading
process and provide predictable and reproducible exposure of biological samples
to cryoprotectants in a given cocktail. The complex nature of a CPA cocktail load-
ing system coupled with the variations in a population of cells in a microchannel
render experimental efforts to optimize microfluidic CPA loading protocols highly
inefficient. A realistic model for a cocktail treatment in a microchannel is neces-
sary for understanding the loading of CPA at a molecular level and improving
cryopreservation protocols.
In this work we simulate the loading of a common cryoprotectant cocktail into
sperm cells within a microchannel. Relative to the diversity of other cells and tis-
sues, human sperm are of consistent morphology and transport parameters. Thus,
they are ideal for modeling studies. In addition, human sperm cryopreservation
has direct relevance to reproductive medicine. We investigate the cocktail DP6,
consisting of 1,2-propanediol and DMSO; in our previous work, we studied the
fluid dynamics of these miscible fluids inside a microchannel of the same geometry
(Chapter 6). Our analysis of two CPA’s assumes that there are no syngergistic
mechanisms that would alter the individual chemical transport properties. While
DP6 typically contains HEPES, an organic buffer commonly used in cell culture,
this study examines only 1,2-propanediol and DMSO as they are commonly used
together in conjunction with any number of chemical species. In this loading sys-
tem there is a pair of upstream inlets for one CPA that are perpendicular to the
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central sample inlet, and a second set of sheath inlets 12.5 cm downstream for the
second CPA; in-depth geometric information on the microchannel is detailed in
Chapter 6. The loading system investigates the microfluidic equivalent to a multi-
step batch process, but could ultimately provide maximum control of cytotoxic
factors.
7.3 Methods
7.3.1 Fluid Flow Modeling
The methods used for single cryoprotectants in a microchannel have been detailed
previously [15]. Furthermore, the inclusion of multiple cryoprotectants in the fluid
flow model has been discussed at length in Chapter 6. Briefly: the commercial CFD
package FLUENT v13.0 (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA) solved the conservation of
mass (eq (7.1)), conservation of momentum (eq (7.2)-(7.3)), and species continuity
equations (eq (7.4)-(7.5)) using the finite volume method.
∇ · (ρu) = 0 (7.1)


















In eqs. (7.1)-(7.5): u is the fluid velocity, P is the fluid pressure, ρ is the local
density of the mixture, g is the force due to gravity, µ is the local density of the
mixture, I is the identity matrix, Xj is the mass fraction of species j, and Dij is
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FIGURE 7.1. An overview of the steps in the numerical model.
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7.3.2 Idealized Sperm Cell Tracking
Inert spherical particles (idealized sperm cells) are released from each computa-
tional face of the center inlet. Through Lagrangian particle tracking (eqs. (7.6)-
(7.9)), the spatial distribution of CPA in the microchannel is re-parameterized as
a function of time.
dup
dt
= FD (uf − up) + g




















(uj,f − uj,p) (7.9)
As each particle is tracked, the local variables (PD concentration, DMSO con-
centration, position, strain rate) the particle experiences at each time step are
recorded. This results in a dynamic history for every particle along its course from
inlet to outlet.
7.3.3 Cryoprotectant Cocktail Loading
The extracellular CPA concentration data for each particle is used in the Kedem-
Katchalsky (KK) equations [16, 17, 18] for passive, coupled solvent-solute transport




















= C̄PD (1− σPD)Jw + PPD∆CPD (t) . (7.12)
Several corollary equations are needed for model closure: one for intracellular salt
concentration and another for intracellular CPA concentration.
∆C = Cout − C in (7.13)
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In eqs. (7.10)-(7.16): Jw is the water flux, JDMSO is the DMSO flux, JPD is the PD
flux, NDMSO is the intracellular moles of DMSO, NPD is the intracellular moles of
PD, Ac is the surface area of the cell, Vw is the water volume inside the cell, Lp is
the hydraulic conductivity of the cell membrane, R is the universal gas constant, T
is the temperature, Pi is the permeability of species i, σi is the reflection coefficient
of species i, C isalt (0) is the initial intracellular salt concentration, V (0) is initial
cell volume, Vb is the osmotically inactive volume of the cell, V̄CPA is the partial
molar volume of the CPA, N iCPA (0) is the initial intracellular moles of CPA, V (t)
is the total cell volume, N iCPA (t) is the intracellular moles of CPA at time t, and
the summations are over the appropriate cryoprotectant chemical species. Model
parameters can be found in table 7.1.
An organizational summary of how the different methods are implemented is
shown in figure 7.1. These are computationally intensive simulations and require
substantial resources. In this present work, a workstation with two 8-core Intel c©
Xeon c© E5-2687W processors each with a clock speed of 3.10 GHz and capable of
16 threads (for a total of 32 threads) was used. The simulations were also memory-
intensive; the workstation was equipped with 128 GB of RAM.
7.4 Results
7.4.1 Model Validation of Batch CPA Loading
We have performed extensive validation of the fluid flow of single CPAs, the loading
of single CPAs on a chip and in batch [15], as well as the fluid flow of interacting
viscous liquids in a microchannel (Chapter 6). There is sparse literature on the
loading of multiple cryoprotectants simultaneously in cells, and as such we choose
to validate the loading of the individual components of the widely used DP6 cock-
TABLE 7.1. Comparing model parameters for HepG2 cells and human sperm cells that
were used in the Kedem-Katchalsky equations.
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tail. We compare our simulations to the numerical and experimental work from
which the parameters were derived [16]. To determine the cryoprotectant perme-
ability and the hydraulic conductivity in the presence of the individual CPA, cells
were equilibrated with 1 M CPA and then exposed to isosmotic buffer. The ex-
perimental data was then used to fit the parameters in the Kedem-Katchalsky
equations.
Figure 7.2A shows the normalized cell volume as a result of the hypoosmotic
extracellular environment. After the initial swelling, the cells recover to their isos-
motic volume. Our implementation of the model agrees well for both PD and
DMSO. The amplitude of the normalized cell volume in our model differs from
the fit value [16] by 2% and 3% for PD and DMSO, respectively. However, our
model underestimates the time required to reach equilibrium. As the cells recover
from the initial swelling to their isosmotic volume, our model reaches a value of
V/Viso = 1.1 nearly 30% faster for both PD and DMSO. This error could be at-
tributed to the different numerical algorithms used to solve the highly coupled,
non-linear, stiff equations; the previous work used Gear’s method while this work
uses a second order Runge-Kutta method.
This validation also offers the opportunity to compare membrane transport pa-
rameters from our previous study on the distributions caused by cryoprotectant
loading [15], which investigated HepG2 cells, and those used in this study for hu-
man sperm. This difference in parameters is highlighted in table 7.1; the effect on
cryoprotectant transport is shown in figure 7.2B and table 7.2. In the validation
study, we illustrate how quickly the single cryoprotectants are able to exit the cell;
the more permeable PD reaches equilibrium with its surrounding environment in
nearly 2 seconds, while the less permeable DMSO reaches equilibrium with its sur-
rounding environment in approximately 7 seconds. Using dimensional analysis of
the KK equations, a characteristic time scale for membrane transport is calculated
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FIGURE 7.2. A. Comparison of cell volume change during single cryoprotectant unload-
ing with previous work [16]. B. The intracellular concentration profile that results from
the CPA unloading.
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TABLE 7.2. Comparison of characteristic time scales for flow and membrane transport.
Q τ t0 α
( µL
min
) (s) (s) (-)
HepG2 0.1 499 112.34 0.2246
1 49.9 112.34 2.246
10 4.99 112.34 22.46
Human sperm, PD 0.1 299 0.8384 0.0028
1 29.9 0.8384 0.028
10 2.99 0.8384 0.28
Human sperm, DMSO 0.1 299 1.225 0.0041
1 29.9 1.225 0.041




















This is akin to the Peclet number (Pe = UL/Dab), the ratio of convection to
diffusion in microchannel mass transport.
The t0 values for this current study are two orders of magnitude smaller than
those previously used, indicating much faster membrane transfer relative to our
previous work where the intracellular CPA concentration lagged behind the extra-
cellular concentration. This results in α values of less than 0.5 for all flow rates
tested. In the remainder of this work, the small α values will ultimately render the
discrepancy in “recovery time” (shown in figure 7.2A) less appreciable in microflu-
idic loading where the cells external environment gradually changes over longer
times (order 102-103 seconds).
7.4.2 Strain Rate Encountered by Cells
While the cells move through the microchannel, there are a wide variety of condi-
tions they can encounter. As the fluids of differing viscosity mix, there are elabo-
rate spatial variations in viscosity, density, velocity, and strain rate. In particular,
a cell’s transient velocity history and strain rate dictate how long it will stay in
the microchannel and if it will encounter any mechanical damage due to shearing.
The numerical modeling can be used to calculate strain rates, and while it must be
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, respectively. Data is shown for both configurations of upstream
CPA.
verified experimentally, a correlation can be drawn between strain rate exposure
and likelihood of cell survival. The transient strain rate the cell experiences as it
moves through the mircrochannel (eqs. (7.20)-(7.21)) is used to find the average


































at 0.1 µL/min is shown in figure 7.3. Regardless of which cryoprotectant enters the




always has a longer
residence time, indicating it is moving in a region of lower velocity. Conversely, the




has the shorter residence time indicating
it remains in regions of high velocity.
In either scenario of PD or DMSO at the upstream inlet, the cells experience a
jump in strain rate near the junction of the inlets after the first CPA is introduced.
This shortly reaches an equilibrium level of strain until the cells reach the down-
stream inlets, at which point the higher net flow rate results in a higher strain rate.
The rise in strain rate as a new CPA is introduced is most pronounced as the cells
encounter a more viscous liquid (in the case of cells going from water to water/PD
and from water/DMSO to water/DMSO/PD).





across the population of cells is linearly related to the flow
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across the population of cells for: A. when PD is introduced
at the upstream inlets, and B. when DMSO is introduced at the upstream inlets. The
◦ indicates the mean strain rate, while the △ represents the maximum strain rate, the
▽ shows the minimum strain rate, and the × is the standard deviation from the mean
strain rate.
rate at each of the inlets (figure 7.4). Similarly, the minimum and maximum strain
rate increase proportionally. When the more viscous PD is introduced in the up-
stream inlets, a linear regression indicates that the strain rate increases at a greater
rate as flow rate increases when compared to the less viscous DMSO entering
through the upstream inlets. This is consistent with the cells being focused to-
wards the center of the channel and remaining in this low strain rate region (which
has been shown in Chapter 6 to be lower in magnitude when DMSO enters through
the upstream inlets).
7.4.3 Single Cell Extracellular CPA Environment
To understand the dynamics of cryoprotectant loading in the presence of multiple
CPAs, we first follow a single cell through the channel. For consistency, this cell is
seeded at the same inlet face for each flow rate. Since the membrane transport has
been shown to be very rapid in human sperm, the intracellular CPA concentrations
closely mimic the extracellular CPA concentrations. This effect is more profound
in propanediol, due to its higher hydraulic conductivity and permeability, but it
is still seen to a large extent in DMSO. Accordingly, we show the extracellular
history of this cell as it moves through the microchannel in figure 7.5.
At low flow rates (small α), the cell is introduced to an increasing amount
of the upstream CPA. When either PD or DMSO is at the upstream inlet, the
cell comes in contact with a fully mixed upstream value of 1 M (based on the
three inlets at equal flow rates, one with pure water and two with 1.5 M CPA).
After the introduction of the downstream CPA, the cell is gradually introduced
to the downstream CPA. As the downstream CPA increases in the extracellular
environment, the concentration of the upstream CPA must decrease. This is due to
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FIGURE 7.5. Transient extracellular CPA concentration histories for a cell released from
the same inlet face. A. Propanediol enters through the upstream inlets. B. Dimethyl
sulfoxide enters through the upstream inlets. Plots are shown for 0.1 µL/min, 1 µL/min,
and 10 µL/min.
the addition of the new miscible liquid. At 0.1 µL/min, the flow rate is sufficiently
small to allow for molecular diffusion to completely mix the new CPA (the perfectly
mixed value for the whole microchannel of 0.6 M for each CPA is derived from the
5 inlets at equal flow rates, two with 1.5 M PD and two with 1.5 M DMSO). Also
of note at 0.1 µL/min, the time of exposure to the downstream CPA is less than
half of the exposure to the upstream CPA, despite the inlets being equally spaced
down the length of the microchannel; this is an expected result due to the greater
net flow rate after the downstream inlets and holds true for all flow rates.
At 1 µL/min, this particular cell never encounters the 1 M CPA that it did at
0.1 µL/min; however, it exits the microchannel with an extracellular environment
that is higher in upstream CPA concentration than the perfectly mixed fluids
would be. This “superloading” is a result of the spatial distribution of CPA not
reaching a homogenous state. For this particular cell, the downstream extracellular
concentration reaches approximately 0.35 M DMSO (for upstream PD) and nearly
0.2 M PD (for upstream DMSO); while this does not reach the mixed levels, it is a
non-trivial amount of cryoprotectant. The higher DMSO concentration is a result
of two factors: 1) the less viscous DMSO diffuses through the water/PD mixture
faster, and 2) the introduction of the more viscous CPA at the upstream gives this
particle a longer residence time.
For PD entering the upstream inlets, at 10 µL/min, this particular cell is ex-
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FIGURE 7.6. Histograms of intracellular concentration for the population of cells. A.
Propanediol enters through the upstream inlets. B. Dimethyl sulfoxide enters through
the upstream inlets. For both: PD concentration is the top row; DMSO is the bottom
row.
occurs at the high flow rates and the cell exits the mixer never coming in contact
with significant DMSO. When DMSO enters through the upstream inlets, the ex-
tracellular concentration of DMSO increases nearly linearly with time until the
downstream inlets. At this point, there is a large jump in extracellular DMSO
concentration and this particular cell exits the microchannel exposed to the per-
fectly mixed DMSO concentration. This result is likely observed due to the viscous
propanediol from the downstream inlets forcing the water/DMSO mixture, along
with the cells, further into the center of the channel. This confines the cells into a
smaller volume of high DMSO concentration. With DMSO at the upstream inlets,



































































FIGURE 7.7. Intracellular concentrations spreads across the population of cells as they
reach the outlet. A. Propanediol enters through the upstream inlets. B. Dimethyl sulfox-
ide enters through the upstream inlets. The ◦ indicates the mean internal concentration,
while the △ represents the maximum internal concentration, the ▽ shows the minimum
internal concentration, and the × represents the standard deviation from the mean of
intracellular concentration.
7.4.4 Cocktail Loading in the Population of Cells
As each cell has its own trajectory and residence time in the channel, analysis of
the population of cells provides an understanding of how the spatial distribution
of CPAs and complex velocity profile will affect CPA cocktail loading. Figures 7.6
and 7.7 show the distributions of intracellular cocktail concentrations as a function
of inlet flow rate. At the lowest flow rate, 0.1 µL/min, the intracellular concen-
trations of each CPA reach their perfectly mixed value of 0.6 mol/L in all cells.
Increasing the flow rate by a factor of 2.5 to 0.25 µL/min shows the effects that
residence time and diffusion begin to have on the loading of the cells; regardless of
the configuration of the cryoprotectants, the concentration of the upstream CPA
is higher than the perfectly mixed value and the downstream CPA is lower than
the perfectly mixed value. Increasing flow rate to 0.5 µL/min further exacerbates
this trend.
Between 0.5 µL/min and 1 µL/min, the upstream CPA for both configura-
tions reaches a maximum. As previously explained, beyond this flow rate is where
the competition between the advection of the cells through the channel and the
downstream CPA diluting the upstream CPA begins to tend towards the cellular
advection. Increasing the flow rate to 2.5 µL/min, the average upstream CPA con-
centration of the population of cells is still above the perfectly mixed value. At a
flow rate of 5 µL/min, the upstream CPA concentration across the population con-
tinues to decrease and the downstream CPA concentration decreases to less than
0.1 mol/L. Finally at 10 µL/min, while the upstream CPA concentration continues
to decrease, the downstream CPA concentration across the population of cells has
decreased to trivial values.
Interestingly, large distributions of CPA concentration across the population of
cells primarily appear in the upstream CPA concentration after 1 µL/min. This
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flow rate was noted as near where the maximum value of upstream CPA is loaded
into the cells. Increasing flow rate substantially further (to a point where α > 0.25),
the expectation would be for the intracellular CPA concentration of the upstream
species to be negligible. Distributions across the population of cells are mostly kept
small for the intracellular concentration of the downstream species. Exceptions to
this occur at 0.5 µL/min and 1.0 µL/min when DMSO is the downstream species,
and to a lesser extent when PD is the downstream species.
7.5 Conclusions
In this work, we have used multi-scale numerical modeling to demonstrate the
potential application of a microfluidic channel for the loading of cryoprotectant
cocktails into cells. While our macroscopic transport model captures the varying
fluid properties (density, viscosity, species diffusivity) and their affects on the forces
and strain rate that cells experience, our membrane transport model captures the
dynamics of simultaneous CPA loading for each species. By varying the inlet flow
rate, we are able to identify potentially useful operating conditions where loading
of a particular chemical species is greater than the value of perfectly mixed values
of CPAs (“super-loading”) and distributions across the population of cells are kept
small. This important understanding would be extraordinarily difficult to obtain
without the use of a numerical model.
The parameters used in this study were determined experimentally for each
single CPA. It has been noted before that multiple CPAs may interact with one
another and affect transport across the cell membrane and cytotoxicity [11]. More
work must be done to determine conclusive transport parameters for cryoprotec-
tant cocktails. While the current model provides extensive intracellular dynamics,
inclusion of a kinetic cytotoxicity model [4] to this work could provide actionable
results to guide CPA protocol design. A model of this kind would enable users to
change model parameters to fit their biological sample and proposed cryoprotec-
tant treatment so that sample loss and reagent consumption could be dramatically
reduced in the process of optimizing a specific protocol.
The controlled loading offered by cocktails-on-a-chip could be very useful by not
only reducing harmful osmotic effects, but through the use of controlled fluid layers
it could also offer selective loading of a CPA. This study investigated a relatively
simple channel configuration with a central upstream inlet where cells entered,
two upstream inlets for one CPA, and two downstream inlets for a second CPA.
By varying the choice of which CPA enters which inlet, the resulting fluid flow
profile and subsequent cocktail loading performance could be dramatically altered.
The cocktail used in this study was also relatively modest in complexity, involving
only propanediol and the less permeable dimethyl sulfoxide. By using additional
components, such as impermeable salt solutions, the use of a microchannel offers
controllable optimization of CPA cocktail protocols. The problem of optimization
becomes compounded as the number of channel inlets and the number of CPAs
in the cocktail both increase. However, the use of computational models such as
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the one presented herein can greatly accelerate the design of maximally effective
cryopreservation procedures.
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Chapter 8: Fluid Dynamics of Swimming Cells
8.1 Project Summary
In this work, we introduce a novel computational method for simulating microor-
ganism motility. The method seeds spherical particles at discrete locations on the
surface of the cell head and flagella and prescribes the motion of the spheres, typ-
ically as a sinusoidal waveform. The spherical particles contribute to the fluid’s
momentum balance as point forces. By balancing the forces exerted on the fluid
with the thrust, we can calculate a propulsive velocity. We extensively validate
our model with analytical results and other established numerical methods. Both
qualitative and quantitative agreement is demonstrated across a wide range of low
Reynolds number motility phenomena.
8.2 Introduction
In comparison to most swimming organisms, microrganisms and single motile cells
generate motion in a counter-intuitive manner. Swimming microorganisms contain
appendages called cilia and flagella that propagate a wave from one end to the
other [1]. Depending on the type of cell, this motion can be planar or helical,
and can often be very well described by a periodic equation. Despite serving as a
common method of propulsion, different cells have different number of flagellum,
and the flagella themselves can vary drastically in length and beating pattern
from species to species. There has been significant interest in the swimming of
microscopic species, as indicated by the recent number of reviews detailing this
peculiar but omnipresent occurrence [2, 3, 4].
An understanding of fluid dynamics offers insight into swimming phenomena.
Fluid flow is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations (eq. (8.1)-(8.2)), which state
that both mass and momentum must be conserved.
dρ
dt





+ u · ∇u
)
= −∇p+ µ∇2u+ f (8.2)






The Reynolds number represents the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces; and
inserting characteristic values into eq. (8.3) provides insight on the microscale
phenomena at hand. A 20-µm long sperm cell swimming in water at a velocity
of 50 µm/second has a Reynolds number of 10−3. Inertial terms are negligible
relative to their viscous counterparts, and neglecting these inertial terms results in
the Stokes equation (eq. (8.4)).
0 = −∇p + µ∇2u+ f (8.4)
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There are several important consequences of the simplification from eq. (8.2) to
eq. (8.4). First, since there are no longer any inertial terms in eq. (8.4), inertial
accelerations or decelerations are non-existent in the limit of zero Reynolds number.
While there must be some finite time for stationary cells to reach a steady-state
swimming speed (and for steady-state swimming cells to decelerate to a complete
stop), this time is on the order of microseconds. Purcell estimates the stoppage
distance for a cell swimming at 30 microns per second to be 0.1 Angstroms and
that it will take 0.6 microseconds to stop [5]. Additionally, eq. (8.4) is now time
reversible. This has profound consequences on how microorganisms can successfully
swim. An illustration of this has been coined “The Scallop Theorem”; because of
the time reversibility of eq. (8.4), reciprocal motions will not produce any net
displacement. Purcell envisions a microscopic scallop, which can not achieve any
net motion due to its lone hinge and reciprocal motion [5]. Instead, cells must
deform themselves or move an appendage in a non-reciprocal manner. Purcell
also postulates a hypothetical organism that contains three arms connected by
two hinges that move in a periodic but non-reciprocal fashion; this organism, is
the simplest form of low Reynolds number motility that can exist. Since then,
researchers have studied this motion [6, 7, 8] as well as found examples of other
“simple” swimmers. Finally, since the non-linear inertial term has been removed,
analytical methods can be applied to the Stokes equation (eq. (8.4)).
The recent modeling on low Reynolds number motility still draws its origin from
some of the earliest analytical works. First, Taylor studied a travelling wave at
low Re [9]; and then Gray and Hancock followed with their analysis of Sea Urchin
sperm swimming. Hancock distributed singular solutions to the Stokes equation
for a point force in a quiescent fluid along the length of the flagella [10]. These
“Stokeslets” given by eqs. (8.5)-(8.7), became the foundation for Slender-Body
Theorem that was refined by Lighthill amongst others [11, 12, 13].















r · F (8.7)
Resistive Force Theory [14], treats the flagellum as a series of connected cylinders.
Since the drag force exerted on a cylinder is anisotropic, there is a net propulsive
force as the wave propagates down the length of the flagellum. In Resistive Force
Theory, these perpendicular and parallel forces on each cylindrical segment are
proportional to the velocity of the flagella, with the proportionality constants being
termed the Resistive Force coefficients. Their expression for swimming velocity as




































As computational power increases, recent modeling has gotten more sophisticated.
Interactions between flagella and cell bodies have been modeled; the hydrodynam-
ics of multiple cells interacting with one another [3, 15, 16], or a solid bound-
ary [17, 18, 19, 20] have been investigated, and researchers have now modeled
the coupling of internal solid mechanics to the external fluid dynamics of flagel-
lar bending [21]. Ciliar beating has been extensively investigated, and even opti-
mized [21, 22, 23].
In this current work, we present a novel method for simulating low Reynolds
number motility based on the finite volume method. At present, we validate it
for the simplest cases for which analytical solutions do exist. We incrementally
increase the complexity of the simulation, moving from: a single point force to flow
around a sphere comprised of smaller spheres, to a travelling wave, to planar and
helical flagellar motions. This new method produces agrees with other methods
shown in literature, and has advantages that can be exploited in the future.
8.3 Methods
A flowchart of the entire method is shown in figure 8.1. In figure 8.1, the steps that
are performed by the commercial finite volume methods package, ANSYS FLUENT
(ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA), are distinguished from those performed by the
custom User-Defined Function library (UDF). Details regarding how the motion
of the microswimmer is coupled to the finite volume method are shown below.
8.3.1 Prescribed Motion
Spherical point particles, particles that occupy no volume but follow a spherical
drag law, are seeded at the surface of the microswimmer. For the case of a simple
sphere, smaller spherical particles are seeded along the surface of the larger sphere;
for the case of a cell and its flagella, the particles are seeded along the surface of the
cell head and along the length of the flagella. The point particles are then prescribed
a specific beat pattern. This beat pattern is relative to the center of mass of the
entire swimmer. A generalized form of this is shown in eqs. (8.9)-(8.10).
yi,r (xr, t) = A (xr) sin (λxr − ωt) (8.9)
zi,r (xr, t) = A (xr) cos (λxr − ωt) (8.10)
The beat pattern prescribes the position of the ith particle as a function of space
and time. In these simulations, the beat pattern remains as prescribed. Each par-






The velocity of each particle in the global reference frame (vi) can be calculated
as:
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FIGURE 8.1. Flow chart of the computational fluid dynamics method used to simulate
microorganism motility.
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In eq. (8.12): vc is the velocity of the swimmer’s center of mass, Ω is the swimmer’s
angular velocity, xi,r is the relative position of the particle, and xc is the position of
the center of mass of the swimmer. Figure 8.2 shows the different reference frames
that are used. In eq. (8.12), xi,r is explicitly defined, vi,r and xc can be calculated;
however, vc and Ω are still unknowns.
8.3.2 Force Balance
As these spherical particles move according to their prescribed motion, the sur-
rounding fluid is disturbed. At low Reynolds number all forces must balance in-
stantaneously, and therefore any disturbance imparted by the motion of the mi-
croswimmer to the fluid must be balanced by forces exerted on the microswimmer.









3πµdp (vf − vi)× (xi − xc) = 0 (8.14)
In eqs. (8.13)-(8.14):
∑
i is the summation over all particles, dp is the diameter of












FElement1 = ∑i 3πμdp(vf - vi)
















FIGURE 8.2. A schematic of the different reference frames and the initial seeding of
spherical particles. The inset shows spherical particles color-coded by which finite volume
element their collective forces are used as a source of momentum.
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in the finite volume cell where particle i is located). Substituting eqs. (8.11)-(8.12)
into eqs. (8.13)-(8.14) results in a system of 6 equations and 6 unknowns (the
translational and rotational velocities of the center of mass of the swimmer).
8.3.3 Coupling With CFD
The solution of this system is coupled to the iterative finite volume method so-
lution of the Navier-Stokes equations (eqs. (8.1)-(8.2)); the summed drag force of
all particles within a finite volume element act as a source of momentum to the
fluid. Figure 8.2 shows that particles are counted inside a particular finite volume
element if their center of mass is located inside of that element. For each finite
volume method iteration, the force balance in eqs. (8.11)-(8.14) is solved. Once
the finite volume method solution of the Navier-Stokes equations converges for a
single time-step, the system of equations set up by the force balance requirement
also converges; this results in a solved velocity field and pressure distribution in
the fluid, as well as a solution for the microswimmer’s translational velocity (vc)
and angular velocity (Ω).
8.3.4 Updating Particle Positions




c + vc∆t. (8.15)












In eqs. (8.15)-(8.16), the superscript indices represent current and future time steps.
Once the time step is advanced, the relative position of the particle is adjusted for
the next time step using the prescribed motion (eqs. (8.9)-(8.10)).
8.3.5 Computational Mesh Sizing and Particle Spacing Considerations
Since this method utilizes the finite volume and discrete particle methods, there are
considerations that must be made with regards to: temporal discretization (time
step size), spatial discretization (mesh size), and how the particles are seeded. The
time step size must be small enough to capture the dynamics of the flagellar beat.
Typically with numerical methods, the spatial discretization of the computational
mesh is a compromise between accuracy and computational efficiency. Our model
has limits on both the coarseness and fineness of meshes: the mesh size must
be coarser than the diameter of a single particle; and since the force applied to
each fluid cell (in the computational domain) by the swimmer is an average of
the forces from each discrete particle, the mesh must be sufficiently fine so as
to resolve the beat pattern of the flagella. Given the small particle sizes (≈ 0.25
micron particle diameter) used to make up the larger cell body and the length
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of a typical flagellum (on the order of 20 microns in size) in a computational
domain large enough to contain the swimming cell, mesh sizes on the order of the
particle diameter would be computationally taxing. As a result of this, each finite
volume element usually contains between 3-8 particles. Finally, parameterizing the
particle spacing along the length of the flagella as some value ds will give particles
equally spaced along the flagella; this is compared to spacing along the flagella with
regard to the Cartesian coordinate dx, which will not give uniform spacing along
the parameter s (bends in the flagellum will have a larger number of particles than
straighter regions of the waveform). Since the mesh size must be larger than the
particle size and multiple particles will be within a single mesh element regardless
of the choice of parameterization dimension, the choice of parameterization for
the purposes of distributing point particles is anticipated to result in negligible
differences.
8.4 Results
To validate the method, we test it against known analytical solutions and results
from literature. The specifics of each simulation vary for each validation case. For
brevity, these parameters are provided as necessary.
8.4.1 Single Point Particle
First, we compare our results to the analytical solution for a single point force in
a uniform flow. This case offers a comparison of our method, which uses the finite
volume method to solve for the fluid flow field, against the analytical solution for
a point force in a fluid, the Stokeslet, shown by eq. (8.6). We test our method
with two computational meshes: the first (“Coarse” in figure 8.3) has 5 µm mesh
spacing, and the second (“Fine” in figure 8.3) has 2.5 µm spacing. Our results
match very well with the analytical solution, even for the coarser computational
mesh. This is especially true further away from the origin of the point source.
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||   Vel.: Analytical
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FIGURE 8.3. Simulated single point particle velocity magnitudes (parallel and perpen-
dicular to the fluid flow) compared with the analytical expression for a Stokeslet.
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Closer to the origin of the point source (positioned at 0 µm), the deviations from
the analytical expression increase in magnitude. Inspection of eq. (8.6) shows a
singularity at the origin of the point force; a point force is infinitely strong at its
origin. Our computational method, bound to finite numbers, shows the expected
errors near the origin.
8.4.2 Flow Past a Sphere
Another analytical solution to the Navier-Stokes equations at low Re is that of
flow around a sphere. There are many derivations of this solution [24, 25], and in
spherical coordinates the expressions for velocity and pressure distribution around
the sphere are:

















































cos (θ) . (8.19)
Qualitatively, our simulation results show the intuitive (and analytically predicted)
behavior (figure 8.4). On the left side of figure 8.4, the velocity components per-
pendicular to the flow are shown along with fluid streamlines. Away from the
sphere (upstream, downstream, and radially), the perpendicular velocity compo-
nents are zero; this corresponds to uni-directional flow in the z-direction. Closer
to the sphere, the perpendicular velocity components become non-zero; fluid flows
around the sphere, following the surface of the sphere due to the low Reynolds num-
ber. The right panel of figure 8.4 shows the axial velocity. Away from the sphere,
again there is a uniform velocity. Closer to the sphere, the axial velocity decays
to zero as the fluid flows perpendicularly around the sphere. Shortly downstream,
the uni-directional flow returns. As expected at such low Reynolds numbers, there
are no recirculation zones behind the sphere; the fluid streamlines closely follow
the contours of the object in its path.
Quantitatively, the results of the simulation are compared to the analytical ex-
pressions given in eqs. (8.17)-(8.19) in figure 8.5. The simulation results show
excellent agreement to the predicted pressure profile. As distance away from the
sphere increases, our results over-estimate the radial velocity in particular.
8.4.3 Travelling Wave Near a Wall
Building on Taylor’s approximation of a flagellum as a traveling sheet, Katz cal-
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FIGURE 8.4. Uniform flow in the z-direction, past a sphere constructed of smaller
spheres. The color bar indicates velocity component magnitude; the arrowed lines repre-
sent fluid streamlines. A. The x-velocity is shown on the XZ-plane while the y-velocity
is shown on the YZ-plane. B. The z-velocity is shown on both the XZ-plane and the
YZ-plane.


















































FIGURE 8.5. Simulation comparison to the analytical expressions for flow past a sphere
(given in eqs. (8.17)-(8.19)). A. Axial velocity as a function of axial position. B. Pressure












In eq. (8.20): U is the swimming speed of the sheet, c is the wave speed, h is the
wave’s distance from the wall, and b is the amplitude of the wave. Katz’s theoretical
work is assuming a generic waveform similar to eq. (8.9), where the ratio of distance
to the wall by wavelength is small and the amplitude is on the order of magnitude
of the distance from the wall.
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To compare, we place a traveling wave the entire length of the simulation domain.
Using a periodic boundary condition on the two walls in the swimming direction,
along with a wall boundary condition underneath the wave and an open boundary
condition above the wave, we prescribe a typical sinusoidal waveform. We test the
swimming speed as a function of distance from the wall. After scaling the distance
of the wave from the wall by the wave amplitude, and scaling the swimming speed
by the wave speed, we show the comparison of our results to Katz’s theoretical
work [26] and the numerical study done by Fauci and McDonald [27] in figure 8.6.
As the wave is moved further away from wall, the swimming speed decreases.
It begins to reach its open-water swimming speed as the distance from the wall
increases even further. When the wave is placed closer to the wall, the swimming
speed of the wave increases. The scaled swimming speed of the traveling wave
shows excellent agreement with the previous results demonstrated in literature.
For many used to particle-fluid dynamics, this is a counter-intuitive result. At
high Re, the presence of a wall adds friction to a settling sphere and retards the
motion of the sphere; the closer the sphere is to the wall, the slower it falls [25].
However, at low Reynolds number, the travelling wave increases its swimming
speed as it moves closer to the wall. Since at low Reynolds number, motility is
born from frictional forces, an increase in the frictional forces by moving the wave
closer to the walls will increase the thrust force.
8.4.4 Qualitative Description of a Single Cell Swimming
An idealized sperm cell swimming in an open-medium is simulated. The planar
wave follows the form of eq. (8.9) (parameters shown in table 8.1), and open bound-
ary conditions are used at each wall. The pressure profile, along with the velocity
vectors, illustrate how localized microorganism motility is. Figure 8.7 shows re-
gions of high and low pressure along the flagella. The vortices (illustrated by the
streamlines) inside the bends of the flagella are typical, and any perturbations


















Fauci and McDonald (1995)
Simulation
FIGURE 8.6. The normalized swimming speed of a travelling sheet as a function of
normalized distance from a wall. Our method shows excellent agreement with previous
analytical [26] and numerical [26] work from literature.
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TABLE 8.1. Parameters for a simulated human sperm cell swimming [28].
Parameter (Units) Value
Flagella wavelength (µm) 45
Flagella beat frequency (1/s) 14
Flagella radius (µm) 0.25
Head radius (µm) 1.25
in the fluid caused by the swimmer decay rapidly as distance from the swimmer
increases.
8.4.5 Hydrodynamic Interaction of a Pair of Sperm Cells
Cells have been shown to exhibit a variety of behavior when swimming in prox-
imity to one another. They have been shown to work in cooperation with each
FIGURE 8.7. A snapshot of a human sperm cell simulation. Pressure contours are shown
in color along with fluid velocity vectors.
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other [29], swim in phase [15], and approach each other [27]. We have tested our
code’s ability to simulate such interactions between multiple cells by initially plac-
ing two idealized sperm with their center of masses 10 µm apart in the y-direction.
Both sperm cells are then prescribed the same flagellar beat pattern.
Figure 8.8 shows a time series of the two cells. Initially, their positions are as
described above. As time progresses, the cells begin to approach one another and
sync their waveforms in phase. This is a three-dimensional simulation, and the
cells in figure 8.8 are slightly separated in the z-direction; however, since the code
uses point particles as sources of momentum, overlapping swimmers are allowed.
In figure 8.9 we show that both cells are in fact moving towards one another; it
is not one cell moving the entire distance, rather the two travel an equal distance
towards each other. At t = 0 seconds, the cells’ center of masses are separated
by 10 µm in the y-direction; after 0.6 seconds, the cells have moved to only 4 µm
apart in the y-direction.
The oscillations in the center of mass for each swimming cell (figure 8.9A) are
a result of the sinusoidal waveform biasing the center of mass calculations; these
oscillations are consistent with the amplitude and frequency of the flagellar wave-
form. The slope of the linear fit in figure 8.9A calculates the average velocity that
the two cells approach each other with as 10.698 µm/s. For comparison, the aver-
FIGURE 8.8. Phase locking and approaching of two cells separated initially by 10 µm
in the y-direction.
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Dist[µm] = −10.698[µm/s] * t[s] + 10.098[µm]




FIGURE 8.9. A. The y-coordinate of the center of mass of the two swimmers shows that
both cells are approaching one another. B. The distance between the center of mass of
each cell.
age velocity magnitude of Swimmer 2 is near 17 µm/s. This fit should not be used
as an empirical tool to estimate approach times for a pair of swimmers. Approach
speeds should be expected to vary based on the distance the two cells are apart.
Two swimmers that are too far apart from each other to hydrodynamically inter-
act would not approach one another; our results from figure 8.9 show the range
of hydrodynamic influence for a single point particle. Conversely, two swimmers
immediately next to one another would no longer be approaching one another and
would have a near-zero approach velocity.
8.4.6 E. Coli Acceleration, Steady-State Swimming, and Deceleration
The previous examples have investigated spherical particles and planar flagellar
waves. Our method is not limited to such simple cases; here, we investigate the
swimming of the bacterium Escherichia coli (E. Coli). Although the physical struc-
ture and mechanism of wave generation and propagation is different in bacterial
swimming, the shape and waveform of the cell can be readily prescribed [19, 30].
In this simulation, at time t = 0 seconds, the prescribed motion of the flagella
begins. After 50 microseconds, the motion is locked in its position from the previous
timestep. As in Purcell’s rough calculations, our simulations indicate the cell’s
velocity reaches zero within a micro-second of its flagellar beat stopping (shown
in figure 8.10). Integration of this decaying velocity with respect to time indicates
the swimmer travels approximately 0.8 picometers before stopping.
8.5 Conclusion
We have introduced a new method for modeling low Reynolds number phenomena,
specifically microorganism motility. Previous methods rely on a distribution of
singularities along the surface of microorganisms, and because the Stokes equation
is linear, the contributions from each of these singularities to the surrounding flow
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FIGURE 8.10. Acceleration, steady-state swimming and deceleration of E-Coli swim-
ming.
can be superimposed; this allows the resulting flow field to be reconstructed. Our
method utilizes the finite volume method to solve the Navier-Stokes equations
with the inclusion of an additional body force that results from the distribution
of spheres along the surface of the microorganism. The force on each sphere is
calculated using Stokes’ drag law and is added as a source of momentum for each
finite volume element.
The newly developed method is extensively validated. We test our model against
classic analytical solutions, namely the Stokeslet and flow around a sphere. Qual-
itative and quantitative agreement are shown in these two cases, with only small
discrepancies occurring very near to the origin of the point source and the radius
of the sphere. Progressing more towards realistic microorganism motility, we next
compared the swimming speed of a traveling wave in proximity to a wall. Our
model’s capability of capturing such a hydrodynamic response (increased swim-
ming speed as the wave is placed closer to the wall) was compared to the analyti-
cal work described by Katz [26] and the numerical study by Fauci [27]. We again
achieve excellent agreement, validating that our model is indeed capable of captur-
ing such a phenomenon. The interaction between two swimmers, another purely
hydrodynamic interaction, is tested and shows the expected qualitative behavior;
although the cells started 10 µm apart, they approach each other and eventu-
ally swim in phase with one another. Finally, we conclude our validation with an
example from Purcell the acceleration and deceleration of swimming E. Coli.
As in any numerical model, limitations exist in ours as well. The presented
model relies on a consistent prescribed flagellar waveform; we do not capture any
internal mechanics or the fluid structure interaction. While readily available for
many flagellated species steadily swimming in an unbounded medium, experimen-
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tal observations have shown that flagellar beat patterns are capable of changing
as a result of fluid properties [31] and chemical stimuli [32, 33, 34]. For E. Coli
motility, incorporating a phosphorylated protein signaling pathway that deter-
mines clockwise/counter-clockwise flagellar motion [35] would allow studying of
the commonly observed “tumbling” phenomenon.
Despite these restraints, our developed method is advantageous for several rea-
sons. Instead of evaluating an integral equation to infinity, which is needed for each
Stokeslet in an unbounded fluid, our method uses the simpler Stokes drag law to
find the force imparted to the fluid. Instead of reconstructing the flow field from
a collection of point singularities, this force is included as a source term in the
Navier-Stokes equations. Once this force is calculated, the utilization of a commer-
cial software package allows the use of efficient solvers. The finite volume method
allows for introduction of shear flows (present in microfluidic chips, blood vessels,
and many environments that host motile microorganisms), implementation of a
variety of boundary conditions, and simulations in complex geometric domains.
In the future, parallelization of the code will allow us to investigate large popu-
lations of cells as well as increase the simulation domain size. Including a solute
convection-diffusion equation to study chemotaxis is also of interest to the authors,
which would have broad applications including fertilization [4].
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Conclusions
The preservation of gametes from model biomedical species is an important en-
deavor that could be substantially be improved with insight from multiple disci-
plines. Computational modeling in particular is a tool that can provide actionable
results, but has yet to gain widespread traction. In this work, we have presented
several numerical models which could be of use to the cryopreservation community.
These models are capable of tracking intracellular quantities that are difficult to
measure experimentally in stationary cells - and even more difficult in motile cells.
When cells travel through a microfludic device, they can experience a wide vari-
ety of conditions. Solving the Navier-Stokes equations, which govern fluid flow in
the channels, and the species conservation equation, which governs solute distribu-
tion throughout a channel, we can identify spatial distributions of fluid properties
and chemical species. In this work, we have focused on the use of the Discrete
Particle Method as a means for tracking cells positions as they move through
microfluidic channels. By using Lagrangian particle tracking for the cells we can
account for forces that the cells experience, and how these forces direct motion
of the cells. It also allows us to create histories of the “cellular experience” for
each cell as it moves through the device. As explained before, tracking intracellu-
lar quantities (such as chemical concentration) is a challenge in stationary cells.
With cells that are carried in and out of the frame of view of a microscope within a
second, this quantification becomes considerably more challenging. However with
computational modeling, we can simulate cells throughout the entire device.
Mass transport in cells is rooted in fundamental theory, and the resulting equa-
tions can be readily solved. Applying these conservation laws to cells and the
devices that they are within, we can predict the response of individual cells and of
the group of cells that travels through the channel.
By coupling the macroscopic fluid flow and mass transport to the microscopic
transport across the cell membrane, we have applied these techniques to:
• zebrafish sperm cell activation in a micromixer (Chapters 3 and 4),
• single cryoprotectant loading across the cell membrane of HepG2 cells inside
of a microchannel (Chapter 5),
• the loading of multiple cryoprotectants into human sperm cells inside of a
microchannel (Chapters 6 and 7).
We have also developed a computational fluid dynamics method that couples the
finite volume method and discrete particle method to investigate cellular motility
(Chapter 8). At the outset of this project, my aim was to use computational mod-
eling to provide actionable results. Dr. Richard Hamming, famed mathematician
and computer scientist, notably spoke that “The purpose of computing is insight,
not numbers.” The results presented in this dissertation speak to that notion - that
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for our computational models to be successful, they must provide knowledge be-
yond numbers inside of a matrix. We have strived to, and succeeded at, providing
useful results for the cryopreservation community to build upon in the future.
9.2 Future Work
9.2.1 Modeling of the Intracellular Dynamics During Motility in Ze-
brafish Sperm
Zebrafish sperm cells live an active, albeit brief life [33, 31]. The theoretical work
in Chapters 3 and 4 has proposed a potential threshold for how much the intracel-
lular space must be diluted to initiate motility, thus bridging the gap between the
extracallular environment and the onset of motility. However more can be done in
understanding how this dilution of the intracellular results in motility, and further
more, research into the intracellular “energy balance” can provide insight on why
zebrafish sperm have such a fleeting motile duration.
Experimental work in the sperm cells of other species links large changes in
calcium to motility [5, 12, 11, 28], and as such calcium is expected to play a
critical role as a signalaling molecular for flagellar motion in zebrafish spermatazoa.
Many organelles inside of cells serve as storage vessels for intracellular calcium [18],
and several of these have been shown to be important in sperm cells [14, 7, 8].
The numerical modeling of intracellular calcium has long been popular in cardiac
cells [9], and recent modeling efforts have been directed at murine sperm [30, 20,
19]. Inositol trisphosphate (IP3) receptor mediated release of calcium (shown in
figure 9.1) in particular elicits a response to dilution of intracellular IP3 [16], shown
in figure 9.2. IP3 acts as an inhibitory molecule, and when its concentration inside
the cell decreases, calcium is released. While IP3 might not be the secondary
signaling molecule that is key to zebrafish sperm cell motility, its dynamics are
similar to those expected as a result of the work in Chapter 4.
After these cells become motile, they swim for between 45-90 seconds. It is
unclear if the cells have exhausted their adenosine triphosphate (ATP) reserves,
or if another signal is than inhibiting motion [6]. The investigation (including






FIGURE 9.1. A theoretical mechanism for IP3 mediated calcium release into the cytosol
of a sperm cell.
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FIGURE 9.2. A. The IP3 receptor mediated release of Ca2+ into the cytosol. B. The
percentage of open IP3 channels. Data compared against [16].
and should serve as a foundation for future exploration in this direction. Coupling
of ATP dynamics, as in [3, 15, 26, 1, 29], of flagellar motility to the hydrodynamics
of swimming cells described in Chapter 8 is an interesting avenue that could also
be explored. Ultimately, a model combining the extracellular osmotic conditions
with the intracellular signaling dynamics and the consumption of ATP during cell
swimming would capture the entire lifespan of a zebrafish sperm cell.
9.2.2 On-Chip Heat Transport Modeling
We have done extensive mass transport modeling in microchannels, and across
cell membranes for preservation applications. One thing we have only tangentially
investigated to this point is the heat transport during actual cell and tissue freez-
ing. Our work on this has been limited to identifying new materials for utility in
cryogenic conditions. Existing models describe heat transport in cells and tissues
in detail [2, 13, 32], and could be readily applied to micro-environments.
Microfluidic devices for the investigation of ice crystal nucleation and for bio-
chemical kinetic-parameter estimation have been demonstrated [25, 17]. First, the
capability of such a device to reach relevant cooling rates for cryopreservation of
sperm would need to be demonstrated. Numerical modeling could provide util-
ity here, given the material costs for fabricating such a device. If such a device
is theoretically capable of achieving these cooling rates and can actually be fabri-
cated, it could be added to existing microdevices for sperm analysis: activation and
motility analysis (Chapters 3 and 4); motile cell separation [4, 27]; cryoprotectant
loading [24, 23] (Chapters 5, 6, 7); and finally, on-chip freezing. Integration of all
of these features onto a single platform would be a true µ-Total-Analysis-System.
9.2.3 Experimental Validation of Cryoprotectant Cocktail Loading
Our extensive work on cryoprotectant loading has lead us to the numerical investi-
gation of multiple cryoprotectants on a chip. As the first work of its kind we have
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chosen to focus on two loading conditions, alternating the two cryoprotectants be-
tween the upstream and downstream inlets. In the near future, we hope to have
a thorough validation of the fluid dynamics phenomena we found numerically - as
well as test these devices with Koi (Cyprinus carpio) sperm (a common zebrafish
sperm analog). We should also use this opportunity to investigate new configura-
tions. In addition to potentially improving cell survival rates, the success of these
experiments could lead to more widespread application of numerical modeling for
cellular mass transport.
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